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Community Newspapers Are Not Alike . . .
Put Your Own Yardstick Upon Those

nDED FIRST PRIZE AS KENTUCKY'S
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER,
1946

Serving Your Town And County

ume 77

'dwell To Get
,229 For Rural
ds Next Year

Princeton, Caldwell County, Ky., Thursday,
December 9, 1948

6 Butler Pupils
On All-A Roll

LUNCH ABOARD AN LST

Number 24

Tigers To Start
Net Season On
Own Floor Tonight

ney Comes From

4
While-Tailed Deer Seen
By Caldwell Hunter
A White-Tailed deer, rare
in this section, was sighted
Wednesday of last week in
the Farmersville section by
Hugh Cherry who was bird
budting there. The mediumkizecl deer probably swam
the Cumberland river, crossing into Caldwell county
from the Kentucky Wildlife
Game Refuge, in Lyon and
Trigg counties, -Mr. Cherry
said.

C. C. Bishop Chosen
New President Of
Band Boosters

Butler pupils who made
an
all-A standing the second
Meet Mattoon Cagers
six
Club Has Successful
weeks of this semester and
were
In First Game; Squad
Year With Camp, New
put on the special honor roll
dory Highways
are
Is Handicapped By
Uniforms, Awards
David
ankfort-Commissioner
Alexander, Randall
of
Lack Of Height
in
Highways Emerson Beau- Chambliss, Eleanor Ann
For Seniors
residential
Jones
Butler High will open its basp has announced distribu- and Sara Richie,
juniors; Betty
C. C. Bishop was elected presointment only,,
(4 approximately $8,000,000 Holt, sophomore, and
ketball season Thursday night,
Edith
ident of the Band Boosters Club
• the 120 counties for an Hughes, eighth grade.
Dec. 9, when the Tigers will be
for the coming year at a meet:1 rural highway proRegular honor roll pupils are
hosts to the 'Mattoon, Ill., High
7 E. Green
ing Monday night at Butler High
Ruth
under
a
formula that will
Adams, Lillian Barnes,
str
cagers. Another home game is
1 School. He
a portion of the fund to Gene Croft, Rosetta Cummins,
50.
succeeds Howard Msscheduled, with Shady Grove,
csunty in the State.
Deloris Cunningham
Connell.
Darnell,
ets large lot
e distribution will provide Marie Drennen, W. R. Ethridge,
Friday night.
Billy Gresham was chosee
$84,229.20 to be spent in Edward Glass, 'Margaret GresTwo games will be played
vice-president, to succeed Mrs.
county next year, in- ham, Betty Jo Lester, JacqueThursday night, the first at 6:45
Frank Webb, a n d Mrs. Don
'2 acres on
$51,803 from increased line Shoulders, and Louise Sigand the second at 7:45 o'clock.
Gifts Asked For Underler
Boitnott was named secretary,
provided by the 1948 GenStonebreaker, seniors; CharTiger Coach Johnny Hackett
Assembly and $32,426.20 les Adams, Rosie Beck, Connie
privileged Children's
a post held last year by Mrs
announced 22 boys on the 1948the old $5,000,000 rural Brasher, Mary Boyd, Kathleen
Bernard Jones, K. V. Bryant
on Mario
Santa Claus
49 roster as Ken Barrett, WilCox, Wanda Sue Gray, Billie Joe
way fund.
Plans for a Christmas party was re-elected treasurer, a n d
liam McCaslin, Robert Williamn.
unty Judge Clyde 0. Wood Gresham, Zelma Lou Herrod,
Mrs. C. C. Bishop was made
Two American Methodist missionaries Miss Ida Frantz (left) of New Carlisle,
Ohio., and Mee son, Jerry P'Pool, Curtis Pinne- for underprivileged children will
road improvements to be James Hodge, Bonnie Martin, Marie Adams of Portville, Ind., have lunch abroad a Navy LST upon their
reporter.
arrival
gar,
at
Tsingto, China,
Robert Lee, Joel Stallins, be made by the Princeton
his house is a
womwith this money would be Robert E. Lee, Betty Jo Mayes, from Tientsin on the ship. Each has spent more than 30 years in the Orient.
'We had a successful year,"
They are among Ameri- W. R. Ethridge, Bill Sisk, Charan's Club when they meet at Howard McConnell, outgoing
Mary Virginia Meadows, Jose- cans being evacuated from North China. (AP Wirephoto from Navy
ed in March.
radiophoto)
les Babb, Robert Franklin, Harpresident, said. 'We have about
P $8,000,000 fund, represent- phine McCalister, Bob McConry Baker, Felix Lear, Troy Wil- 7:30 o'clock, Friday night, Dec.
, nue accruing to the High- nell, Ann Quisenberry, Virginia
$35 left in the treasury after
Christmas Tree Will
helm, Herbert Scott, Billy Hob- 10, in the George Coon Library.
sirtment by action of the Randolph, Rosemary Redd, DorAny resident of
Caldwell spending approximately $2,831
by, Henry Ortt, Jim Stallins,
Be In Courthouse Yard;
for new uniforms for the band,
Dean Stallins, Margaret
•ieral Assembly, is in ad- la
o barns; pie"
'Malcolm Rogers, Billy Joe Far- county who has toys or games
No Street Decorations
Smith, Howard Stone, Carolyn
turning over $3,997.20 to the
to
the
donate
$5,000,000
for
party
gifts
annual
is
askless,
Charles
9 mi. s. of Princo
Farmer, and BenCaldwell county courthouse
Athletic Association, purchasing
fund spent for this pur- Thomas, Naomi Thomas, Norman
ed
to
bring
them
to
the
library.
ny
Mdshburn.
Pageant, Christ- will be decorated with lights for County Chairman And
band sweaters, sponsoring a
She 48,000,000 fund is pro- Ward, and Mildred Washburn, Nativity
.
Lack of height will handicap Miss Pearl Hawthorne, librarian,
band camp prior to opening of
solely for rural and sec- juniors.
mas Carols Will Be
the Christmas season and a large
the Tigers this year, Hackett will take care of them there.
Secretary To Be
ceton; nice hots
Nancy
Anyone who has toys and can- school, and sending the band Us
Armstrong, Peggy
ry highway improvement.
said, but the squad has speed.
tree will be put on the courtFeatures
Chosen Saturday
four out-of-town games."
itional increased revenues Bates, Margaret Brandon, Chesi. off gravel
The 'complete Butler schedule not take them to the library is
The annual Christmas vesper house lawn and decorated, a
First step in re-organization of
The club had about $735 left
asked to call 746-J, and they
h will accrue beyond the ter Castleberry, Lucille C 00k,
is:
Dec.
9,
Mattoon,
home; Dec.
service given by Butler pupils merchants' committee in charge the Democratic Party
from 1947 to start the year, Mr.
will be picked up.
in Ken- 10, Shady Grove, home;
,000 fund will be distrib- Jack Cook, Jean Creekrnur, WanDec. 14,
Santa Claus will distribute McConnell said. The American
on the same basis as the da Sue Cummins, Hilda DeBoe, will be held at 5 o'clock, Sun- of down-town decorations said. tucky was taken Saturday, Dec. Charleston, away; Dec. 17,
Marthe gifts at the party. The club Legion and the Veterans of Fornt allotment. The $8,000,- Billy Joe Farliss, Dorothy Fel- day afternoon, Dec. 1.9, in But- Strings of lights will not be put 4, when members of the party ion, away; Dec. 21, Morganfie
ld,
eign Wars each donated $50, and
unit in addition to the $5,- ker, Betty Sue Goodwin, John ler auditorium.
along the streets, n o t enough met in county precincts and away; Dec. 23, .Hopkinsville, will furnish treats of candy,
about 300 memberships were sold
statutory fund for that Hart, Howard Lisanby, S u e
The program will include a lights and wire being available, elected
home; Jan. 4, Trigg County, fruit and toys.
county committees, one
at $1 each. T h e organization
se, makes a total of some Mitchell, Lillie Peters, Billie Joe nativity pageant, with music by the committee
home; Jan. 7, Greenville, away;
Estate
reported.
cleared $1,997.20 on its 1948 footman and one woman for each
,000 (not considering ad- Pierce, Lois Stegall, and Daniel the Butler High Girls' Glee
Jan. 11, Lyon County, home.
ball promotion:
Phone 51
precinct.
al funds that will accrue) Thomas, sophomores; Ralph An- Club, the mixed chorus, and the
Jan. 14, Guthrie, home; Jan.
The first $2,500 taken in went
rural and secondary roads derson, Claudie Boaz, Sue Boyd, Junior High School Glee Club.
Election of the committeemen 18, Fredonia, away; Jan. 20, St.
to the Butler Athletic AssociaEstella Cochran, Marland Crock- Sixth Grade pupils will
year.
Mary's,
home; Jan. 25, Madisonand committeewomen in Caldwell
si ng
tion, the next $500 to the /300Sie are endeavoring to spend er, Mildred Gray, Judy Haile, parts in some of the carols, and
county was harmonious and ville, away; Jan. 28, Dawson,
era Club, and the rest was dividLucian
Hall,
Katherine
increased revenues in a
Hancock, an interlude between the two
home; Feb. 1, Charleston, home; Takes First Place In
ed equally by the two groups.
those chosen will, according to
er that will do justice Joyce Hollowell, Rebecca Jake, parts of the program will be
Feb. 4, Trigg County, away; Feb. Kentucky
In Metal
Former Fredonia PhyTwelve band members who will
Party law, serve for 4 years, or
g all the counties," said Bernard Jones, Jackie Koltinsky, given by first grade pupils.
8, open; Feb. 11, Fredonia, home;
be seniors next year received
until after the presidential elechamp. "In spending funds Margaret Ladd, Patsy Lockhart,
Feb. 15, Marion, home; Feb. 18, Collection
The second part of the pro- sician Buried There
tion in 1952.
Butler High School Chapter, sweaters at the meeting: David
n expanded rural and sec- Joan Mitchell, Ann Nemeth, gram is being planned as a sur- Saturday
Lyon County, away; Feb. 22,
Next step will come next
Future
Farmers of America, has Alexander, Howard Stone, John
y road program it will be June Oliver, Doris Pierce, James prise, Miss Nancy Stowers, muDawson,
away, and Feb. 25, Tolu,
Dr. Jacob Nathaniel Bailey, Saturday
afternoon,
been
awarded
Dec.
$100 as first prize Newsom, Jimmy Hodge, Bobby
11,
Richie,
Glenn
Robertson
, Sidney sic director, said.
purpose to work in close
home.
who practiced medicine in Fre- when
those elected last Saturin the recent scrap metal drive. McConnell, Mattie Lou Meeny and cooperation will Satterfield, Wanda Scott, Patsy
donia and Caldwell county Imam
day will meet in the county
The 55 chapter members were Gough, Pasty Horn, Sara Richie,
Shortt, Tommy Stephens, and
officials.
1907 until 1919, was found dead courthous
State Starts Effort
e at 2 o'clock to elect Recruiting Station
instrumental in getting o7,9132 Rosie Beck, Connie Brasher, Caris the aim of the Depart- Artice Wood, freshmen.
in his automcibile Friday morn- a county
pounds of metal from Caldwell olyn Croft and Wilma Priam
chairman, who will also Sends Six Enlistees
Ken Barnes, Donna Boitnott, To Combat Diseases
to channel the greater part
ing on a farm he owned in
These pupils also received letserve 4 years.
county.
e increased funds into con- Wilma Brandon, Janice Brink- By Sanitary Controls
To Camp Breckinridge
Graves county.
29 OZ OP.
Several have been mentioned
Donated to the chapter were ters Tuesday morning at school.
ion and reconstruction pro- ley, Mickey Cravens, Jeannette
Six men from this area have
Louisville--AP-A new drive
Coy Drew, Graves county as receptive
11,805 pounds, which brought To be eligible for sweaters band
candidates for this
in the counties, to the end Futrell, Peggy Guess. Peggy Hall, to combat diseases in Kentucky coroner, said death was caused
enlisted in the Regular Army
honor.
Dr.
W.
$131.87.
L.
Cash,
This brings their total members must have already
who
has
Billy
Hammond
, Wanda Haw- by means of sanitary controls by a heart attack. He estimated
Kentucky may have a conand have reported to Camp
been the chairman the last 8
earning in the effort to $231.87. served 2 years in the band and
improving system of rural kins, Marian Hina, Bobby Ho- was started by the State Board the 65-year-old doctor had been
Breckinridge for basic training,
years, has expressed a desire to
The award, made by Radio show good intentions al playing
gan, Becky Humphries, Arlyn of Health this
econdary roads."
the recruiting station, Princeton,
dead about 36 hours when the retire, he
week.
Station WLW, Cincinnati, O., another year.
said. A county secre•roximate figures for each Mary Johnson, Shirley Kemp,
has announced.
Dr. Bruce Underwood, State body was found by a tenant on tary
Only two band mernbers,
went to the FFA chapter in
to serve 4 years also will
y under the new formula Betty Sue Mitchell, Patsy Quis- health commissioner, appointed the farm. Members of his famThey are Harold P. Salyers,
be elected, Mrs. A. G. Hubbard
Kentucky which was responsi- ly Mitchell and Jerry Loftus,
enberry,
Rosezell
Shelton,
Betty
son of Mr. and -Mrs. Robert H.
e that each county in the
Dr. Tracy Jones, director of the ily had been concerned for his has
ble for getting the greatest per and a majorette, Jacqueline
held this post the last 8
will be entitled to receive Ruth Travis, and J. C. Wyatt, Division of County Health Work, safety, since he left home early
Salyers: Arthur D. Blythe, son
years.
capita amount of metal. The Shoulders, will be lost by gradueighth
grade,
and Charlotte Ak- to head a committee on sanita- Thursday afternoon and
improvements aggregating
of Mrs. Ida Blythe, Hanberry
failed
46-ol fin lk
Incomplete returns from last
Caldwell group averaged about ation. These three received letthan twice what was re- ers, Rebecca Bell, Joyce Boggess, tion.
Apartments, and James R. Dilto return.
ters Tuesday morning at Butler.
Saturday's precinct elections in
1,700 pounds a member.
.wret tender
lin,gham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
under the previous $5,- Reba Ann Call, Robbie Candler,
Dr. Bailey. who moved to Pa- Caldwell
Dr. Jones said the committee
Although the Boosters spon
Similar contests were held in
county show the folMickey
Cunningham, George will work through county
Walter
allocation of funds.
L.
ducah
Dillingha
from Fredonia in Febru- lowing: Princeton
m, Rt. 3, adjoining states.
health
sored the band camp, expenses
1, Malcolm
l- cal
1t
Princeton; Nello Storms, son of
Department of Highway' Drennan, Marlene Haile, Buddie units in setting up its plan of ary, 1919, was mayor of Paduwere met by individual memCummins, Mrs. Conway Lacey;
Oscar Storms, Rt. 1, Cobb;
map plans with county Hillyard, Eddie Hine, Martha action.
cah from 1924 to 1928. He was Princeton
bers, Mr. McConnell said.
2,
M.
E.
McCaslin,
Hodge,
John
Baptist
Hopper,
Joyce
Rally Day Is
JarGeorge M. Watkins, son of Mr.
s during the winter months
'horn iri Elk Creek, Mo.
"We want to thank all the
Mrs. Roy Towery; Princeton 3,
and Mrs. Maura T. Watkins, Rt., Mission Meet Climax
oad improvements in each vis, Leslie Lacy, Billie Morris,
Survivors include his widow, E. T. Ritchie,
business men of Princeton, the
FFA
Mrs.
Green
Tinsley
Hands
To
Eddyville, and Boitnott Jones,
y, preparatory to a full- Ronald Murphy, Anna Neal,
Mrs. Thelma Bailey; a son, Drennon;
A rally day Friday, Dec. 10, Athletic
Association,
Princeton 4, Robert U.
parents
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. at the First Baptist
•work program to be ii- Shirley Jean Paris, Steve Pol- Be Initiated Dec. 20
George, Navy veteran of World Kevil,
Church, and other interested persons for
Mrs
Thomas
W.
Bond;
lard, Geraldine Scott, and Elsie
Initiation of Green Hands into War II now at the University
Jones, Rt. 3, Dawson Springs. Princeton, will climax a
in the spring.
series the splendid co-operation they
Princeton 5, Roger Pickering
Sisk, seventh grade.
the Butler High School Chap- of Louisville College of
The basic training lasts ap- of missionary programs
Denis- and Mrs. Percy Pruett; Princeheld this have given up this year," Mr.
ter, Future Farmers of Ameri- try, and three brothers, Walker,
proximately 13 weeks.
week in the Caldwell Associa- McConnel said.
ton 6, King Satterfield, Mrs. Ror Band Group
ca, will be at 7 o'clock, Monday Miami, Fla., Lsaac, Gypsum,
tion Baptists area. The meeting
Approximately 125
bert .F. Boitnott; Princeton 7,
personi
Attend Clinic
night, Dec. 20, in the FFA shop, Kan., and Torn, Cottonwoo
will begin at 10:30. Speakers were at Monday night's meetd, Dr. B. L. Keeney, Mrs. Thomas Christmas Seal Sale
V. Bryant, band director at
it was decided at the chapter
from
foreign
countries
and from ing, which included a potluck
Lacey; Princeton 8, G. W. Total Climbs
✓ High School, and four
To $315
meeting last week. At the same Calif.
D
Dr. Bailey first married Miss Towery
the State will be present. A supper, resume of the year's
and
Mrs. Marvin
Sales of Christmas seals have
band members will atmeeting it was voted to buy a Patty Talley, Fredonia, deceased.
large
group is expected to at- work and a band concert.. MeetRoach; Princeton 9, not re- amounted to
a band directors' clinic at Third Grade Pupils
$315 in Caldwell tend from
soil testing outfit for the group
Funeral services were held ported.
churches in this area, ings next year will be the third
county, Mrs. Hillery Barnett,
rn State College, Bowling
and new supplies for chapter Saturday afternoon in the Firtt
it was announced.
Monday night of each month,
Princeton 10, Willie Wyatt, sales chairman,
Win Contest For
announced
Friday
.
Saturday.
and
officers.
Tues.3 oz. 13,
Baptist Church, Paducah. Burial Mrs. Dollie C.
as they were this year, it la
Catlett; Prince- day. Sales will continue until
members Billy Mitchell, Signing Parents
was in the Fredonia cemetery, ton 11, S. J. Satterfiel
announced.
d, Mrs. Christmas, she said, requesting School Heads Attend
Membership in the Princeton
Alexander, Bobby Mcwith Masonic rites performed by D. W. Satterfiel
Elks Pay Tribute To
d;
Princeton
12,
money
all
be
returned
Parent-Te
as soon Meeting At Paducah
11 and Howard Stone, will
achers Association has
lodge members from Fredonia, Willard C. Milstead, Mrs.
Gladin the clinic band. The reached 349, Mrs. Ira Fears, Departed Brothers
C. T. Pollard. city school su- Butler Daze To Come
Princeton, Marion and Paducah. ys Simpson Conley; Donaldson as possible. Christmas seals are
Memorial
services
for Elks Rev.
sold each year to obtain funds perintendent; C. A. Horn, But- Out
will hear music suitable membership chairman, announcRay Wigginton, pastor of 1, J. WI McChesney, Mrs.
Early For Xmas
J. D. to combat tuberculosis.
ntests played. Friday night ed Monday. The group expects who died during 1948 were held I h e Cumberland Presbyter
ler High School principal, and
The Christmas issue of The
ian
Asher;
Donaldson
2,
not
reys will attend a special to reach its goal of 400 members Sunday afternoon in Elks club- Church, Fredonia, was minister
Russell Goodaker, Eastside Grade Butler Daze, school paper,
ported.
is
rooms here. Harper Gatton, sugiven at t he college, soon.
School principal, attended a scheduled to be published
in charge.
VFW
Team
To
Play
Donaldson
the
3,
Floyd
Young,
perintend
ent
of
city
schools,
During
turday
night
meeting
a
they
will
see
special membership
Thursday night in Padu- week before the holidays. Sixty
3W
Mrs. Floyd Hobby; Donaldson Evansville Quintet
f An.
campaign, a contest was held, Madisonville, wag guest speaker.
tern basketball game
cah cd the Western Kentucky members of the typing
4, not reported; Bucksnort 1,
classes
The
Princeton
Rotarian
VFW
basketball
s
Hear
Talk
Music
was
by
Butler
a
High
the first six grades competing,
Hulbert SWIM!, Mrs. Eva Mae team will play the CIO Local School Administrators Club. Tom are studying preparation
of
School
mixed
octet,
directed
by On "Joy Of Eating"
to see which room could get
(Stanley) Clayton; Bucksnort 2, 813 team, of Evansville, Ind., at Wallace, former editor of T h e copy and type for the paper.
. Wheeler Fatally
1411'
an
Paul 0. Sampson, manager of
the most parents to join. The Miss Nancy Stowers. Gordon
Louisville
times,
was
guest
Exchanges
of
papers are made
not reported; Bucksnort 3, not 8 o'clock, Saturday night, Dec.
d In Car Crash
Third Grade, Miss Eloise Jones Glenn, exalted ruler, presided. the National Fruit Growers Dis- reported;
speaker.
with other schools in this area.
Bucksnort 4, not re- 11, in Butler gym. The Princeand Mrs. Norman Wheel- teacher, was the winner and retributors Association, spoke on ported;
Harmony 1, G. L. Cham- ton team, which went to the
sdonia, were called to the ceived half a day holiday from
"Joy of Eating" at the Tuesday bers,
Crittenden Votes For
•
Mrs. Earl Wood; Harmony State tournament last season, is
the (ormer's parents, school and a treat of candy and
night meeting of the Princeton 2, not
reported; Fredonia I, not playing several preliminary
Conservation District
and Mrs. Nolan Wheeler, cookies.
Rotary Club in the Henrietta reported;
Fredonia 3, not report- games, and the starting line-up
Frankfort-. AP -Five more Cafe.
Marion, Friday night by
The monthly meeting of the
ed.
will not be chosen until shortly
th of his brother, W. C. PTA will be held at 2:30 o'clock, counties officially became soil
Junior Rotarian for Decembefore the regular season opens.
Cr, who was killed in an Thursday afternoon, Dec. 16, at conservation districts this week. ber is Billy Mitchell, Butler
Ten pupils, all girls, of Fre- Joy Yandell. Luretta Traylor,
Princeton lost to Frecienia SatReferenda they held recently High senior.
Kuttawa Group Asks
bile accident near Crayne Eastside school. Mrs. C. H. Jagdonia Junior and Senior High Dorothy
urday night, 47-38.
Keel, Lila Kemp,
en route home from Ev- ..gers will discuss "Children and were canvassed and certified at
All 39 members of the local Rotary Club Charter
schools were placed on the spec- Kenneth \Menser, and Charles
le, Ind. Funeral services Books" and special music will a meeting here of the State Soil club were present, and there
Mark Cunningham, special
ial
-honor
roll
having
for
all A's D. Akridge, juniors;
At Milwaukee Meeting
held Sunday afternoon at 'be presented by Butler pupils. Conservation Committee.
Clara
were two visiting Rotarians and representative, and Rotary DisB. G. Moore, supervisor of for the second six weeks term, Baird, Nancy Phelps, Hilda
.00
The counties and the vote by one other guest
• Chapel, near Salem,
at the meeting. trict Governor E. Murphy Josey, agricultural
Nichols, principal, an- Villines, Ann Blackburn, Chrilseducation, State De- Guy
which they elected to become Father George
ruial was in the cemetery
Boemicke attend- met with a group of 15 business partment
Mayfield Is Awarded
of Education, spent nounced.
tine Sheridan, June Kemp,
districts are Shelby 224 to 3, Aled from the Hopkinsville club and professional men at Kuttalast week in Milwaukee, Wis.,
They are Joyce Hcnvton and Katharine Hale, Preston Morris,
len 74 to 0, Crittenden 129 to 2, and Dr. J.
Title At Meeting Here
W. Twente from wa Monday night and received where he attended
a national Mildred Keel, seniors; Wanda Robert Seyinore, Frank Failed,
Mayfield was awarded the Anderson 87 to 0 and Ohio 257 Dawson Springs. J. J. Berry, an applicatio
n for a charter for meeting of the American Voca- Nelson, Miladean Barnes, a n d and
Charles Thomas Vinson,
1948 football trophy Saturday to 176.
new roundhouse superintendent, a club there. 0. L. Adams was tional Associatio
Marjorie Sigler, juniors; Mary sophomores.
n.
at a meeting of Western Kenwas the guest of Harry Long.
elected temporary president and
Askew,
freshman,
and Glenda
Kathleen Vinson, LeRoy Mctucky Conference representatives Fredonia Minister Goes
R. A. Simpkins, temporary sec- Armstro
Childress, Wanda Phelps, Don- Neely, Dick Rice, Louise
ng At Convention
at Butler High School, Prince- To Cincinnati Pastorate
Canaretary-treasurer of the group.
Mrs, Richard Freeman
W. D. Armstrong is in Yaki- na Quertermous, and Nancy da, Marcella Holloman, KathRev. Donald Deane, student
ton. The meeting was not largeA M
Gets State Position
ma. Wash., this week where he Travis, seventh grade.
leen Harper, Eleanor Crenshaw,
ly attended and only routine minister of the First Presby- I Mrs. Richard Freeman has acfudgned An Cook
is attending the annual convenOn the regular honor roll are Linda H. Villines, Margarett
terian Church, Fredonia, the cepted a position
Ys
business was transacted.
e
as field workRct. Alva C. Wood, son of tion of the American Pomologi- Jane Belt, Joann Bugg, Egbert
Howton, Barbara Cartwright, Jolast 15 months, has resigned, efer in the State Old Age Assis- Mrs. Tessie M. Wood, Cobb, has cal Society,
Carner,
Francis,
Joe
of
which
Wilma
he
is seclefts Beckner, Barbara Jean Ausfective Sunday, Dec. 19, to ac- tance Division,
Movie At Eastside
She left Sunday been assigned as a cook to the retary-tre
441 l
ilt
Greene, Doris Harper, Johnnie tin, and Jackie
asurer.
Yandell, fteshA movie, "Kentucky," will be cept a pastorate in Cincinnati, 0. for a week's training at Frank- 97th Anti-Aircraft Gun BattaMartin, Louise Mitchell, Geor- men; Elaine Baird,
Don Rogers,
shown at 9 o'clock Thursday
fort. She willowork in the of- lion, Fort Kamehameha, Oahu,
"11111P
Ciis m
Dickle O'Hara, Macon, Ga., gia Phelps, Doris Rowland, Bet- Thelma Canada, Gloria Hess,
Mr. end Mrs. H. W. Nichol', fice of Mrs. Katie
morning to pupils of Eastaide
and
Mae
McBride,
Hawaiian
Islands.
H
enlisted
e
Mr.knd Mrs. M. L, Orange and
spent the Thanksgiving holidays ty Sheridan, Joy Vinson, and Lenora Rice, eighth grade,
Grade School, Russell Goodaker, Mrs. J. R. Parsley,
and
Jr., spent Welfare Department, Caldwell ast,July and was sent to the Is- with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. FY-Ankle Wright, seniors.
Patsy Dortch, F.lizabeth Moore,
principal, said.
county courthouse.
Sunday In Paducah.
lands in October.
Diann Carter, Myrtle Horning, and Jerry Phelps, seventh
Ernest O'Hara.
grade.
o State Funds, Must
Spent On Sec-

Woman's Club To
Have Xmas Party

Vesper Service
Planned Dec 19

Democrats Name
Precinct Leaders

DAL

Butler FFA Wins
$100 Cash Prize

Dr. J. N. Bailey
Dies Suddenly

Up

21t

ce

PTA Membership
Increases To 349

e

Ten Gi▪rls On Fredonia

pecial Roll Of Honor

es

!41
td

( tAilk

,

si.assi.e.ussidesscieS
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IGNTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

?
Did You Knowthan
73

\\I t/Tennyrile

THE PRINCETON LEADER
Pu•LiaillID EVERY THUM/WAS'

Postscripts
I

DOROTHY ANN DAVIS.
ADVINTIIIINO h4
ORACRAN M. PEDLgT
tartan AND AU/Liaised
of March 1, 12711.
— --Congreas
of
KY., under the Act
Entered •• inbcond clasp matter at Princeton.
of Thanks. 11. ReaolutIons
(Nulls
Ell;
ts,
Out-of-Sta
cents a line.
Eubeertptiou prices: In County, 11; In State, 111.20,
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erately picked Dewey, that they earnestly believed that Governor Dewey, judging by acquaintance and by record, was
better qualified to head a national administration than anyone else in the field.
Hence their choice.
Perhaps the newspapers were wrong.
Perhaps emotions did not get their full
due of importance. Despite what journalists advise. I think people will always vote
in about the same way. They will vote
against a man, however well qualified,
and in favor of an average man who keeps

purpose, holding true to the conviction
Hospital bbuilding is slow busithat it is a solemn responsibility to be of ness. At Paducah, where a big
the utmost public service.
Baptist hospital is to be conThe emotions of voters is not their
concern. But to hold up the light—THAT
is their concern. More than once, 80 percent of the newspapers may be with the
defeated, but there can be neither disgrace nor dishonor, so long as their policy has been deliberate and honest.
(Grove Patterson, in the Toledo (0.)
Blade)
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Higher Education Is Not The Answhich
they soon
America's educational system is set up
to produce about three or four million
more white collar workers than the country needs. Seems that the present system calls for a higher level of education
for everyone as a cure-all for the troubles in our way of life. Many of the
students in our colleges today have no
business being there and are hurting
themselves by learning the finer points
of grammar and such when they should
he out learning a trade.
Most of the workers in America are
working at trades for which college has
little to teach. Probably most of the trade
workers earn better salaries than the
professors under whom the college students pretend to study, showing that the
higher education do es not necessarily
mean the highest earning power.
The below average and almost all average students in college at the present
time would probably be better off learning how to repair an automobile, run a
lathe or do carpenter work than they
would be sitting at their desks. There are
simply not enough so-called white-collar

jobs for all graduates,
find out when they leave school.
President Truman was advised by a
special commission that enrollment in
graduate schools should be increased 170
percent. Acceptance of the commission's
proposal would result, says Dr. James B.
Conant, president of Harvard University,
in an over-supply of frustrated individuals Which the nation's economy might
not be able to support. These men and
women could well, in their discomfort, become the leaders of totalitarian movements in this country.
To offset such a situation we should
-have more state-supported trade schools,
where students could study crafts which
would really benefit them.
Requirements for college could be raised to a level which would materially reduce the number of graduates. Then if a
man would profit by going to college he
should be permitted to go—under his own
power.
If not, he should go to work and forget
the higher education everyone else is now
planning for him.
(Greenfield (Tenn.) Gazette)

otets, feel like singing too—when
you have one of these fresh-fromthe-factory Fireball engines in your
time-tested Buick.
It's a swell Christmas gift for the whole
family—the gift you'll enjoy for months
or years of motoring.
Just think—today's Buick power for
your prewar Buick!
Newbearings,newpistons,
new rings, new electrical
system, new carburetor,
new clutch—new everything
as shown by the list at the
right.
We can make delivery now
—install this new engine in
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one to two days — because engine production is running ahead of car production, so there's no waiting, no delay.
The cost? Even less than a thorough
overhaul. Arrange time payments if you
wish. Charges vary slightly for different
models—but we can put new power in
any Buick built since 1937.
Come in—let us send you
carolling joyfully forth behind the wheel of a freshpowered car—for a Merrier
Christmas, a Happier New
Year — from the thrill
that only new power can
bring.

NEW Cylindm Block
NEW Crankshaft and Roaring.
NEW Connrcting Sods
NEW Pistons, Pins and Rings
NEW Push Rods and Tappets
NEW Oil Pan
NEW Oil Pump and S
NEW Th•rmostat and Housing
NEW Carburetor
NEW Air Clooner
NEW Manifolds
NEW Water Fuson
NEW Camshaft
Sprodiet
NEW Timing Chain and
NEW Cylinder Head
NEW Valves and Springs
NEW Roclita-Arm Assembly
NEW flywheel Noosing
NEW flymilseat
NEW Clutch
NEW Balantrr
NEW Fuel hone
NEW Distribute,
NEW Spark Plugs
NEW Spark Plug Wift111
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This Christmas
GIVE SOMETHING
FOR THE HOME
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CLOTHES HAMPERS
$8.95

Newly styled hampers, Velvety
ke your Home glow for smooth
inside ... self ventilatistrnas parties. A superb
istmas present, too!

MSONITE LUGGAGE STREIT SLUMBER CHAIR
With Ottoman
$17.50 to $35.00
utiful modern luggage re
ra unbelievable prices. Dee brass locks . . . rich deume cedar lined automatic
tray
Buy now for
perfect Xmas gift

NE'CEDAR CHESTS

When you see this chair, when
you sit in it and feel the wonderful comfort it offers, you'll
agree there's no other chair
like it.

Balance, Economy
Stressed In Farm
Outlook For 1949
(,.,.11,#(
Illing in good balnce ,next year is suggested by
can Thomas P. Cooper in the
rinual outlook report issued by

CRAMP STEER BRINGS R CORD PRICE—Cleo
Yoder (right, light hat) of Muscarine, a,
holds onto halter of his steer, 'Old Gold", grand Aiampion
of the International Livestock Exposition, after the animal was sold at auction in Chicago for
a record high price of $10.75 a pound.
Yoder shakes hands with the purchaser, Glenn McCarthy (hatless),
wealthy Texas rancher and hotelman.(AP Photo)

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions
of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed county almost
A-Week Leader of those years will be published u • files of Twicefeature. The articles are reproduced just as the regular Leader
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote Princeton rethem.
\.1 April 2, 1926. The following of making that city
her home.
• • •
elected and appointive officers
April 2, 1926. Mrs. T. A.
cd Princeton Lodge B. P. 0. E.
No 1115, were installed last Downs will spend Easter with
night by Past Master J. Elliott her daughter, Rosemary,
at St.
Baker, who was appointed by Vincent.
the Grand District Deputy to
• • •
conduct the services: George
April 2, 1926. Col. Charles
Stevens, Exalted Ruler; William Pepper is back home
from a
Larkin, Esteemed
Leading stay of several months in FlorKnight; J.[Monroe Pool, Esteem- ida.
ed Loyal, Knight; Guy Martin,
• •
Esteemed Lecturing Knight; T.
April 6, 1926. Mr. Hyland
H. King, Secretary; W. A. Mc- Mitchell, cd the Harris School
Gough, Treasurer; Robert Met- District, was in town Monday
calfe, Tyler; Clarence Ulmer, and reported his family ill of
Esquire; Hobart H. McGough, measles.
• • •
Chaplain; J. B. Lester, Inner
April 6, 1926. Mr. and Mr,
Guard.
• • •
E. B. Chandler and baby daughApril 2, 1926. Misses Mildred ter, Gene, of Henderson, spent
and Martha Stegar, who are at- the week-end here as guests of
tending school in 'Oxford, 0., Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Towery.
• • •
are spending a few days with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
April 6, 1928. Mr. J. 0. MarA. Stegar.
don, of the Lebanon, Tenn.,
• • •
University, is spending a few
April 2, 1926. Mrs. John Boyn- days
here with homefolk.
ton has gone to Havana, Fla.,
• • •
where she will soon be joined by
April 9, 1926. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Boynton, with the intention W. C. Sparks, of this city,
are
the proud parents of a pretty
products.
Because of the expected level- baby gilr, Suzanne, born at Paing off or slight decline in some ducah, Tuesday, April 6.
• • •
agricultural products and exApril 16, 1926. Mr. William
pected slight rise in prices of
Garrett left Monday afternoon,
fertilizer, many farmers will
accompanied by Mrs. Charley
likely reduce their spendines
RatIfff and Mrs. I. Z. Baxter,
for fertilizer. This will be a
for Murray to enter Dr. Mason's
mistake
in most cases NW. Hospital, for
treatment.
records show that each dollar
• • •
spent for fertilizers will return , April 23, 1926. Miss Robbie
about $1.40. Farmers can except Brown, who is attending school
money spent for needed fertili- at Murray, is spending a few
zers to continue to give a good days with home folk at Farmreturn on capital expended.
ersville.

There were 73 million life insurance policy holders in th e
United States at the end of 1946.
More than lour times as much
life insurance is now owned in
the United States as in 1920.

College Radio Schedule
Radio programs from the College cd Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky, to be heard daily at 12:45
p.m. over station WrHAS, are es
follows: Dec. 13, J. W. Matthews, "Kentucky Poultry, Improvement Program;" Dec. 14.,
Harry M. Young, "Ending the
Year's -Business;" pre. 15, Robert H.- Ford, "Farm Nowscast;"
Dec. 16, Dr. E.' N. Fergus, "Improving Permanent Pastures,"
and Dec. 17, • "Questions from
Farm People." On Dec. 18, at
11:45 a.m., Miss Florence Imlay
will discuss "Wholesome Sweeta
for Children."
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SATURDAY, DEC. 11
Durango Kid's Most Exciting Adventure!

vnth

Smiley Burnett,
Added Attractions!
COLOR COMIC — "TAMING THE CAT"
No. 4 —"ADVENTURES OF FRANK AND JESSE JAMES"

EMS KINIBCIT SLUES
DAY IN - DAY OUT, SAFELY, ON Tin'

SUN. & MON , DEC. 12-13

WHAT COULD BE NICER
FOR HIS CHRISTMAS
THAN A SPORT SHIRT 8, SLACKS
Ilia GIME • 11011611T STRCII
Bilnlitill PITTS=
PARAMOUNT NEWS and SELECT SHORTS

KILLARNEY
SLACKS
Tailored y
MARX
DE

TUES. & WED., DEC. 14-15

PEDDIE with ax'
passion bracelet. I 5
towel movement

A

Priced from $79.95

Oatif

G.E. VACUUM CLEANER

beautiful array of walnut,
$54.95
ogany and maple chests. Every home should have one
flume tray . .. Buy now for of these labor saving cleaners.
ristmas.
Powerful motor with brush
drive. Fully guaranteed. See
$59.95 to $94.50
them now.

A gift for the pipe-smoking
outdoor dad is a windproof pipe
with a cover which offers complete protection against sparks.
A flick of the thumb lifts the
cover for easy filling of the pepe.

he College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky. He also emphasizes
economy of production -without
ever-expansion as sound proedure for farmers.
The report deals with the gen- cal outlook for farmers for
1949, with special attention to
the tobacco situtaion and prospects for beef cattle, hogs, sheep,
wool, dairying, poultry-raising
and other farm production. Information also is given on price
supports for farm products, land
values, farm family living costs
and demand for farm products.
The domestic use of -Burley
tobacco is expected to continue
high, especially if industrial
production and consumer Me
come remain high. The outlook
for Dark tobaccos, however, is
considered discouraging because
of the trend toward lighter tobaccos.
Strong demand for meat and,
reduced supplies are expected to
keep cattle prices high, "although fluctuations are likely to

oceur.''
Indications point to continued high hog prices and "strong
demand for meat will be especially favorable to Kentucky
lamb producers in 1949."
Prices of dairy products may
be down next year, but feed
prices also will be lower and
net income may be about the
same as this year. The same
situation may prevail in poeltry
and egg production.

A DELIGHTFUL STORY
ABOUT SANTA CLAUS!

LADY GLENN to
satisfy her yea for s
beautiful watch.
$3975

For All The Family
To Enjoy Together!
$3975

give a pee
\
11. \

Yes,'Your Killarney slacks
are tailored by the same
master craftsmen whose
skilled workmanship

Colorful, Washable

Samson

HASSOCKS

CARD TABLES
$4.95 and $5.95

$5.95 and up

All America is drawing up to
ur home needs a new, gay Samson tables. Choose from a
ored hassock ..
"strong
preciat- good selection of
enough to stand on" tables.
gift item, too!

goes into your Marx Made
Plus'

suits and topcoats. These
comfortable, good-looking

THUR. & FRI., *DEC. 16-17

sport slacks contain the
same ingredients of
handsome fabric,
'smart lines and sturdi

7 Drawer

Plate Glass

FRAMED MIRRORS
$8.95
use from many distinctive

KNEEHOLE DESK
$34.95

•

wearing quality.

Arrow Sport Shirts

Greer Gi
.NRSON
Walter PIDGEON

$8.50 to $12.95
Sizes 2R to 42

Handsome and useful piece of
lies and designs. Give last- furniture that's a must! Beaubeauty this Christmas.
tiful walnut waterfall style

$3.95 and $4.,50

BARRY precision
watch with 19 jewel
movement

Mark Twain Sport Shirts $2.95 and $3.95
(Incorporated I

The Big Store - - 9 Floors - - Keach's Has It

BU• GS BUNNY COMIC and NOVELTY

%-----...FREDONIA,KY.0•1****.:.--,---"

DIAMOND case, in
solid 14K white or
natural gold.

JOY'S Jewelers
905 So. Main

HopkinsvIlle, Ky.

EASY TO PAY THE JOY WAY

UWFORD IItab.sb TAYtOl Ceset ROBIN
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shows that the betteF grades
differ only $1 or $2 in iiriee
but grades of 4th and 5th quality differ by $10 to $12 a 100
Th e
following
statement, pounds. Careful sorting when
the lower
grades,
pointing out mat careful sort- stripping
mg of lower grades at tobacco therefore, should pay well.
In the same way the differ-hould pay well this season, due
ences in loan values between
to wide differences in loan rates Tan and Red colors are more
is such grades, was issued by
than twice as large as the dif:he College of Agriculture and ferences between Buff and Tan.
Home Economics, University of Green grades drop twice as far
Kentucky:
below the Red grades as the
Price supports or loan rates Red drop below the Tan. Thus,
on Burley tobacco, by grade, in Flyin,gs, there is much greater
have been announced. These are opportunity for gain from carebased on 90 percent of the pari- fully stripping Tans, Reds, and
ty price on Sept. 15 which was Greens separately, than there is
47.1 cents a ilound. Hence, the in sorting out only the lightest
grade values are designed to Buff colored tobacco.
average 42.4 cents.
Differences in Lugs (C) are
Careful study of the loan rates similar to those in Flyings (X),
should reveal several character- except that differences due to
istics, especially when differen- color are somewhat larger and
ces between grades are consider- differences due to the quality
ed. For example, an analysis of factor alone are slightly smaller.
the drop in „price which occurs Red colored Lugs are valued $6
with lower quality Flyings (X) to $9 ,below Tan Lugs of similar

Careful Sorting
Of Tobacco Pays

CITY LICENSE
NOTICE

COLLAPSES ON POLE-Dewey Dalgreen, 50, (indicated by arrow) service installer for the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co., collapsed from a heart attack atop a pole in the near west end of
Cincinnati. He is shown dangling by his safety belt as fellow workmen try to get him down. Rushed to a hospital, he was pronounced dead on arrival. (AP Wirephoto)

quality.
Some kinds of fish can be
In the Lead (B) and Tip (T) frozen in ice and still survive.
groups differences due to qualiCecil John Rhodes, British colty are, much more uniform
onial and imperial statesman, bethroughout the range of grades.
In most cases each grade Is val- gan his career in Africa when,
ued at from $4 to $6 below the at 18, he joined his brother who
next higher quality grade. Col- was farming in Natal.
or differences, however, are
greater among the lighter colors,
just the opposite condition from
that shown in Flyings and Lugs.
Reddish Tan Leaf grades are
valued from $9 to $13 A 100
pounds below similar grades of
straight Tan color. Red leaves
are still lower by $6 to $7. Dark
Red Leaf,- however, is only $4
a 100 pounds lower than Red
Leaf. Thus in stripping Leaf and
Tip grades, it is especially important that the Tan colored
leaves be separated from the
Red and darker colors if the
largest possible returns are to
be obtained from the crop. Green
color lowers The value of tobacco regardless of its Group and
Quality classification.

All City License are due Jan. 1st,
1949. There will be a 30% Discount on all car license purchased before Feb. 1st, 1949. The
License are ready for sale now.

(iced the American Bible Society, contributions of Christian
Churches have helped send milENTRAL
David W. Schulherr, minister lions of Bibles to Japan, Germany, Citing, Korea and other
0:45 Sunday School
nations, but $750,000 is needed
10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster fellowstiip
now if the necessary Bibles are
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
to.be printed and shipped.
Visitors will find a cordial welPENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
come at First Christian. It you
Old Madisonville Road, Rev are without chudch affiliation,
tli'll!tam E. Cunningham, pasta we invite you to worship with
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
us and become one of us.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00 BARBEE MEMORIAL
p.m.
CUMBERLAND PRESMTERIAN
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R
Wednesday evening
prayer C. Ethridge, Supt.
service 7:00 p m.
Midweek Worship, Wednes
Saturday, Evangelistic service day, 7 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a m.
FIRST BAPTIST
v
H. G. M. Hailer, Pastor.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
Preaching services will be
8:45 p.m. Training Union
held at 11 o'clock, Sunday morning, Dec.: 12, in Cedar Bluff LEBANON BAPTIST
Baptist Church with the Rev.
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
J. T. Cunningham preaching.
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
FIRST CHRISTIAN
and Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.
. Tom W. Collins, Pastor
December 14 is Universal Bible Sunday. The special day will
Many people in the Middle
be observed in this church with Ages wore 'tramp rings", blesan appropriate message by the sed by the king and believed to
pastor and a special free will of- have special powers to ward off
fering to help meet the world stomach cramps.
emergency need for the Scriptures. According to Ftobt. T. TayA violin contains approximatelor, secretary of the Chicago of- ly 70 pieces of wood.

Al [he Churches

Did You Know?

Artificial linitia are
cal"
cork legs because at
one
Leverock's Town in the Dutch
stich limba were
made of so
Wert Indies is built on the cratsubvtance covered with
layers ,
er floor of an extinct volcano.
cork.
• •
• • •.
The term "mayor". or "maior"
The giving of a ring
to rnak
was first used for any person a betrothal
was originally a
who had supervision of others. ancient Roman
custom.
• • •
•
United States life insurance - The
thick-sliinned
in force at the end of 1946 to- rhinoceros is a
vegetarian in die
taled more than $174 billion.
and nocturnal in
habits

City Clerk

two such good lood.s
are prepared
r, the resulting dish is it
e with everyone. It is
ge make, too. The recip
from food specialists a
Agrigulture a
college

and bacon

a

Economics, University

ky.
ed Squash and Bacon

C rlet*elstilte
remember time/

Your friends are so often remembered only
by your heartwarming Christmas greeting. For
these especially send the finest ... a quality
Gibson card from our complete selection.

HOWARD D. HAPPY CO
Incorporated

Hopkinsville

*y 11
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GARLAND QUISENBERRY

ipe Of The Weekus

'TOYLAND PARADE

dolly
m You

SHOP AT BILL'S

Give an intimate gift
graph of you. Call
precious portrait in ti
final -dote on- pictur
cember 10.

128 E. Main (Hill Bldg.)
SAM McCONNELL, Owner

We have just finished redecorating our store -- new
tables- new merchandise - new prices! With our work
finished and all our Xmas things on display, you will
enjoy visiting our BRIGHT and CHEERFUL Store.
Join the Xmas Spirit and take a peek at a few of our
items and prices.

V.C.CMCWICIVCCIVVVICttritritOr(teglait000(tar4

Ifcsiul?
xri

MARTIN'
E. Main St.

Prin

S/74'

hail

Always a Favorite!
DIAL PHONE

Powerful, 27"

MECHANICAL TRAIN
Oval Track
R0
20^ a

4'/" High

40"
••••••"
Streamlined; colorful.
Long-running "wind -upmotor with brake. Bell.

Fielder's

Dress up that car for His Xmas. Try our Auto Accessories. (Horns, radios, fog lights, spot lights, etc.)

GLOVE

4.98

89c

BICYCLES

Powerful, Full-Size
Budget
Priced at
.11

TRICYCLES
ot Tricycle
$5.90
10" Jr. Tricycle
. $5.95
12" Jr. Tricycle 7.49 - 9.95
16" Jr. Tricycle
$12.49
20" Jr. Tricycle
$12.49
American Pedal Wagon, 12"
American Pedal Wagon, 16"

It's A Special Christmas with a
DeLuxe WESTERN FLYER

TRIET011E MarITEL

Full 26" Size
Terms
Boys' or Girls'
Ea"
What a Christmas Thrill! Look at its
gleaming beauty and all these extras;
White sidewall tires, two-tone streamlined tank, luggage rack, truss rods,
chain guard, headlight and kick stencil
Other Western Flyers

19.95

41.45

Advantages you'd expect
to pay much more for/
Walnut plastic cabinet.
Built in aerial and
ground. Big in perform.
since, modern in style.

MONARCH DELUXE

$54.95

Christmas
TREE SOLDER

ORNAMENTS
Dos.

98c

Shiny glass, assorted color..
Strong hooks.
214'. aim

8-Bulb, Indoor

Glowing Halo

TREE LIGHTS

12" WREATH

79c

1.49

Sturdy! Water
cup keeps tree
fresh! Heavy
steel. nen

Safe. Tr -plug;
add-on outlet.
Lamp fasteners.
/ARM

95c
' Glistening red
, cellophane and
silvery leaves
Vir candle.

SEE US FOR GIFTS FOR MOM AND DAD TOO!

WE HAVE FIREWORKS!

AVE

at'goo*ivedstay

WESTERN AUTO

ASSOCIATE STORE

Home Owned

Home Operated
By

A

tsii

See Our Electric Train in Bill's Window!

Princeton

4011014.1Mai-710047/MilkilkItikkeli10100101411100111-1410/04012

Let's mak
gift from our st

$3.98
$9.89

we have a com

Scooters Skates
Bright red metal, ball bear
i ng skate wheels. Fine for
small child.

1

$1.49
Ball Bearing Skates
"Champion" 42" Sled
Rider-type Fire Truck

$3.75
$4.89
$6.49

XMAS TREE LIGHTS-BUBBLETIGHTS AND BULBS

1()

Come in and bring the Children for their Christmas needs...

Bill's Auto Associate Store
128 E. Main Street
SAM McCONNELL (Owner)

JOE P. WILCOX
W. Main St.

;

eA41(4e

Radio Special Wagon
Radio Flyer Wagon

l

JR. FOOTBALLS
84c
Regulation size Footballs, Basketballs, Goals, Basketballs, Mitts, Gloves and Bats.

Phone I27-J

$1.98

98c
98c
$1.19

Wind Up Toys

ROB!

A

Red metal, metal
wheels, rubber tires.

WASHING MACHINES for little girls
Child's electric iron
Aluminum Tea Sets
Dial System Ringing Telephones

Most easily mane

Tiny Tots'
Wagon

Rocket (Monarch Made) 26"(boys or girls) $39.95
Rocket, 24"(boys or girls)
$40.95
Rocket, 20"
$40.95

39.45 to 61.45

Christmas Tr**

Streamline

WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF WHEEL TOYS. A SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS ANY ITEM
UNTIL XMAS!

"Boudreau"
model. Oiled
tan cowhide.
Stops hot ones!

Bell rings when you dial!
Heavy gauge metal, shiny
black enamel finish. ease

EW 1949

Buy her a gift from our electrical appliances. Heaters,
toasters, hot plates, Irons, pressure cookers, etc.

ORVAL STRONG (Mgr

4-,31104
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ipe Of The Week
en two such good foods u
and bacon are prepared
er, the resulting dish is a
ite with everyone. It is
to make, too. The recipe
from food specialists at
llege of Agriculture and
Economics, University of
•ky.
oped Squa.rh and Bacon

nte

4 cups sliced raw
squash
2 tablespoons
flour
1 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
About 2 cups milk
8 strips of bacon
Pare the squash and
cut in
slices about an eighth
of an
inch thick
Arrange half of it
in a greased baking
dish and
add the flour, salt
and pepper.
Add the remainder
of the
squash, cover with hot
milk and

ttei

Madison 4-H'ers
Make Top Records

Six acres 4 Golden C rosa
Bantam sweet corn brought a
total return of $1,053 to Williamj
and Albert Schneiter of Jefferson county, or an average of
$175 an acre, Mr. Schneiter reported to H. C. Brown, associate
county agent. By way of comparison, a half-acre of white
sweet corn, Stowell's Evergreen,
was grown along with the yellow corn. Although the white
corn had larger ears, there were
fewer of them, resulting in a return of only $145 an acre. It was
noted that consumer preference
for sweet corn over field corn is
progressing rapidly.
The temperature of the surface of the sun is calculated to
be about 6,000 degrees centigrade.
The United States leads the
world in the mining of iron ore.

red onIy
Ling. pot
a
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Yellow Sweet Corn
Outproduces White

bake in a moderate oven, 325
degrees, for 45 minutes. Remove
from oven and top with strips
of bacon which have been slightly cooked to remove some 01
the fat. Return to oven for 15
minutes.
Menu: Baked liver, scalloped
squash and bacon, green beans,
gelatin carrot-pineapple salad,
biscuits, butter, canned fruit and
cookies.

qUarity

CtIon.

ARMS FOR LITTLE GIRL—Pretty little
Grace Purcell, who was
born with her arms off above her elbows
, waves at a passing railroadman at Lovejoy, Ga., who each year
takes up a collection for
her at Christmas. Her mother says she is saving
it to send Grace
to college, and buy her a pair ,,f arms.
(AP Wirephoto)

By Brack Curry

In the Frankfurt area, Yule
(AP Newsfsatures)
parties are planned for 150,000
Frankfurt—Old Santa has some German and DP
children. Brig.
special Christmas treats in store Gen. Robinson Duff, commanding
for thousands of Europe's needy the Frankfurt Military Post, says
children.
the goal is to "enable every Gerin
War orphans and DP children man and DP child in the post
will frolic at scores of Yuletide area to participate in some way
parties given by Americans in in Christmas celebrations."
HOPKINSVILLE German
y. There'll be warm meals
Even Clarence the Camel is goand goodies for all. Many will re- ing to bat for the kids. The noted
ceive toys and clothing.
mascot of the U. S. Air Force's
shop
Throughout the U. S. zone in 86th Fighter Wing at Neubiberg
Germany, generals and GI's are Air Base is touring Army inpitching in with American civil- stallations in Germany to collect
ians to collect foods, toys and funds. He's snared more than
clothing for luckless kids.
$800 to finance Christmas parties
Give an intimate gift—a flattering photoAnd not even the Russian in Munich and Berlin.
blockade of Berlin has stalled
At Heidelberg, the American
graph of you. Call us today
for
their plans. The U. S. Army's Eu- sent gifts to Bremerhaven for
have this
ropean Command has set up a Yule parties. And more are
precious portrait in time for Christmas.
Women's Wear
plan to handle and transport aboard ships en route.
Final date on pictures for Christmas - DeChristmas gifts for Berlin from
In Stuttgart, U. S. military government officials have started a
"Not More, But Bet- Army personnel.
cember 10.
It's called "Operation Noel."
campaign to make Christmas a
ter Merchandise"
Boxed collections from military little merrier for more than 60,posts will be shipped by rail to 000 needy children in the state of
..xclusively yours
Giessen and stored until the air Wuerttemberg-Baden. They hope
Princeton
lift is ready to deliver them to to raise $4,600 for Christmas
Phone 872-W
, Incorporated)
Berlin.
parties.
Gen. Lucius D. Clay, the American Military Commander, has al,
Curing Discussed
lotted air lift space to handle the
In
Meat Circular
Christmas donations.
All good meat-curing mixtures
Clothing is coming in from
the United States and other parts should contain salt, sugar and
of Germany. From individuals saltpeter, it is stated in "Killing,
in England and the Scandinavian Cutting and Curing Pork," a
countries pledges of more than circular of the College of Agri$1,000 have arrived unsolicited. culture and Home Economics,
They heard over the American University of Kentucky.
Forces Network the story of the
Pork may be cured either in
Berlin Christmas party fund a "dry" or "brine" cure,
or a
drive.
combination of the two. There
In Berlin itself, every Ameri- are many variations of these
can contributed for the Christmas two general methods, includi
ng
parties. The $17,350 raised so far the "dry salt," "dry
sugar cure"
insures a Christmas dinner party and "molasses sugar cure"
methfor some 76,000 German children. ods. The "dry salt" cure
consists
Thirty tons of food are required of salt cmly, and
is used prinfor the Berlin dinners plus four cipally in curing
heavy side
tons of candy. Capt. Philip J. meat or fat
cuts to be used for
O'Neill, German Youth Activities seasoning meat.
Ordinary barrel
officer there, says :
•
salt is satisfactory. Granulated
"The hope — which at first sugar
is preferable and is the
seemed fantastic—that our com- kind
much used by meat packmunity would be able to provide
76,000 children with a Christmas
party, including a dinner, candies
About 99 percent of the
and entertainment is now a realMost easily maneuvered trucks that ever whee
earth's atmosphere is nitrogen
led a load
ity.
and oxygen.
"We are now assured that not
Mercury is the smallest of the
a single needy child in the American sector of Berlin or those major planents of the sun.
The metal osmium is 22.5 as
Phone 1274
within its orphanages and hosHopkinsville Road
_
pitals will be without a Christ- heavy as water while lithium is
mas dinner and we shall be able dbout half the weight of whater.
to give some institutional children in other sectors a share."
In addition to the drive for
sentfertIng Pap foe Backaelea.
funds, various GYA units in Ber- • suals Pains,
Getting Op Nicht& strong
ne, Imitating passages, Leg Patna.
lin have been collecting clothing
is under eyes, and swollen anklea, due
and making toys. So some 22,000 le 2•11-8,1011111C and non-systemie Kldnit7 6.11
toys will be ready for Christmas gladder troubles, try cysts.. Qolek. remPlete
satisfaction or money back guaranteed. Ask
distribution.
your druggist fOr Cysts's today.

wicarson

of our
A

ITEM

. $1795

AC•LNIS FOil

Clipper
LONG

ecially
m You

— new
r work A
u will

January brings coldest temSnow fails at the rate of two
peratures to the United States, to three
miles an hour, or about
Outstanding records of three but snowfalls average deeper in oge seventh the rate at which
February.
rainclels.
Madison county 441 club cham_
pions are reported by James B.
Thornton, junior smutty agent.
Richard Carr, corn champion,
grew 105 bushels an acre on 20
acres. Corn derby methods
were used in checking his yield.
Richard has coMpleted eight
projects in six years of 4-H club
work.
Arnold Ingram, county garden
champion, sold $550 worth of
vegetables from his commercial
garden, and then grew another
garden for family use.
John M. Pork, Jr., Madison
county beef producer, raised and
sold 12 cattle this year and has
a herd of punbreds left. Ile was
state meat animal champion in
Putting the family car in tip-top shape for winter driv1946 and has won six county
and five district championships. ing is a gift the whole family can enjoy and benefit from
in eight years he completed 21 in added safety.
If you lack the cash to get your car in A-1 shape,
club projects.
use our speedy AUTO LOAN Plan for the money you
Tray a Leader Classified Ad!
need. You'll like our friendly confidential service.

DISTANif

MOVING

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

106 E. Court Square
Phone 470
Princeton, Ky. lEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN

Pots and Lamps in Copper and Brass,
Pottery and Glass, all planted with
healthy growing plants...

MARTIN'S STUDIO

cgweakOfta adramed
EW 1949 STUDEBAKER BUCKS

Christmas Greens, Trees,
Door Pieces. .. Ready

Streamlined style and wide-range vision

Dec. 12th

A. H. Templeton, Florist

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

BACKACHE

=Sti

$3.98
$9.89

es
baor
ine for

Let's make it a Personal Christmas by giving her a
gift from our store. Inspiration will come like magic, for
we have a complete line to show you.

See Our:
• Lingerie
• House Coats
• Hose

. $4.89
.$6.49

DON'T BE CONFUSED

• Cosmetics
• Sweaters

• $3.15

Homemade Breads
And Rolls - - -

• Gowns
• Costume Jewelry
HAND MADE HANDKERCHIEFS
• Hager and Roseville
Pottery
• Also many other items that
will make attractive gifts.
• We have a complete line of
Hallmark Cards, as well as
Christmas wrapping.

Siotla eli/ia Aid/

• Want a tube of toothpaste,
cigar, or refreshing drink? Then
go to any drug store in your
neighborhood. You can also buy
candy, magazines, books, and
toys. The druggist renders a real
service in making these and thousands of similar items available.
When you have• prescription to be filled,
however, select your pharmacist with care. Pharmacy
Is• profession with us and not a side line. Our
chief efforts are devoted to the compounding of
prescriptions. Your doctor's orders are safe with
us and his instructions are followed to the letter.
We are prescription specialists.

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 126

For Your Catering Needs, Visit Our Place For Fine
Cooking... Fresh From Our Ovens To You - - XMAS FRUIT BREAD
CHERRY ROLLS FOR XMAS BREAKFAST
SUGAR PLUM LOAF
PEPPERMINT CANDIES
SALADS BY THE POUND RIBBON COOKIES
HOME BAKED FRUITCAKES
We are prepared to cook your Christmas Hams,
Turkey‘Chkkens, etc.

THE SWALLOW
"PRINCETON'S ONLY DELICATESSEN"
506 W. Green St.
Phone

801-W

"Let us ester your Xmas parties or prepare your
table center pieces for
Buffet Service or Dinner"

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Washington
Letter

Deaths & Funerals Literary
Guidepost

Mrs. Della Harper

Friendship News

liy Nits W. M. Cartwright
The big news this w eek

Mrs, Della Harper, wife of
By W. G. Rogers
Washington---,As the battle of Jim Harper, Flat Rock, died
E.DC2E OF THE HUM- Christmas.
THE
ON
against comic„ books Wednesday, Dec. 1, in the
adults
-Mee,- Howard--Delia@ ha bees
FOREST, a n d MORE
/OVAL
ld
a
15-year-o
hatter,
grOWS
long
Prlittaii -HasP
sick for a few days but
PRDMquite
THE
grows
FROM
boy
MORE
Washington school
illness.
EVAL FOREST, by Albert very much improved at present.
madder. He calds the row "silly
Funeral services were held
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller and
Schweitzer (Macmillan; $4.50)
and needless". What's more, he Sunday afternoon in the Good
Here are available again, in family and Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
has just completed writing a Springs Church with the Rev.
family, of Fort
70,000-word defense of junior E. E. Spickard, assisted by the one 'volume, Schweitzer's mem- Robinson and
of the seven or Knox, were here for a visit to
America's favorite literature.
Rec. W. W. Rutherford, in orable accounts
on ThanksgivAn art major in the 10th charge. Burial was in the Asher eight years he spent on his first their home folks
two trips to French Equatorial ing.
grade of Coolidge High School, cemetery.
Mr. Dam Smiley was reported
medicine,
young David Pace Wigransky
Besides her husband, Mrs. Africa to practice
an
the sick list the last 'week.
on
Alsatian,
an
author,
book
The
comic
at
first got mad
Harper is survived by several
Miss Mary Lou White and Mrs.
authority on Bach and Bible as
critics hat usmnier. He read an children.
s
well as African blacks, is now Ella Gallaher were Christma
article in the Saturday Review
week.
in Africa again as a medical and shopping in Paducah last
of Literature indicting comic
Several relatives of Illinois
Pvt. Louard I. Ramage
religious missionary. This book,
books as a major cause of juveFuneral services for Pvt. even better than another n e w were here last Sunday to attend
written
was
It
cy.
nile delinquen
Louard I. Ramage, who died in Macmillan reprint of his "The the funeral and interment of
by the well-known psychiatrist,
will be at 3 o'clock, Fri- Quest of the Historical Jesus", Mr. Abner Pool at Cross Road
service,
Dr. Frederic Wertham. Then
, Dec. 10, in the explains why he is so highly cemetery.
afternoon
day
David listened to a redid round
First Baptist 'Church, the Rev. revered as one of our most disHoward Pickering passed
table in which author John Maour town last ThursH. G. M. Hatter in charge. Mil- tinguished contemporaries.
through
editor
associate
an
son Brown,
will be in Cedar
burial
to Hoptown to atitary
eruvute
n,
day
obligatio
European
the
d
It's
of the Review, also lambaste
Hill cemetery. Pvt. Ramage was Schweitzer believes, to give tend the Burley sales.
comic books.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Luther primitive peoples the benefit of
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At the Churches
l'RESBYTERI AN
David W. Schulherr, minister
9:43 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
Jiliii_We,istmlnater Fellowship
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Winiam E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 8:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 700 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship
Morning Worship, II a.m.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Preaching services will be
ield at 11 o'clock, Sunday morning, Dec. 12, in Cedar Bluff
Baptist Church with the Rev.
J. T. Cunningham preaching.
family Sunday.
Urey Robinson, of Denmark,
Va., has concluded a visit to relatives in this community.
The little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Shellie White, Jr., has been
on sick list.
The Friendship School is planning a program and Christmas
tree for Christmas. The date will
be announced later.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Croft
and Mrs. Lucille Moore were in
Hopkinsville Monday.

FIRST 0/IItLILIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
December 14 is Universal Bible Sunday. The special day will
be observed in this church with
an appropriate message by the
pastor and a special free will offering to help meet the world
emergency need for the Scriptures. According to Robt. T. Taylor, secretary of the Chicago office of the American Bible Society, contributions of Christian
Churches have helped send millions of Bibles to Japan, Germany, China, Korea and other
nations, but $750,000 is needed
now if the necessary Bibles are
to be printed and shipped.
Visitors will find a cordial welcome at First Christian. It you
are without chudch affiliation,
we invite you to worship with
us and become one of us.
BARBER MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School, 9:45 am., R
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Midweek Worship,
day, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday,
p.m.

Nutritionitts es t Inas t e that
nine tenths of the human race
lives and dies in fond poverty.
••• •
Starch was made commercially from corn ,for the first time
in this country in 1842.
• • •
SOS, the international radio
distress signal, has no word significance. It is simply three dots,
three dashes and three dots
Many people in the Middle
Ages wore "cramp rings", blessed by the king and believed to
have special powers to ward off
stomach cramps.

Nine members of Velez
1947-48 basketball team
back bidding fur varsity
this season.
• • •
Tests made at the grilon
statute indicate that cot
shaving or singing do not
the hair grow faster and thir
• • •
Hat manufacturers a, that
average American man moo
size 7 hat.
• • •
High peaks of the Ando
in Africa directly on the
tor have snow on them ex
year.

ine-Quirey

7-room House with bath located o
North Seminary Street
Was $7,500
NOW $6,850
THIS IS A REAL BARGAIN!

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
6:43 p.m. Training Union

• ge-Holloman
gr. end Mrs. Douglas
announce the
their daughter, Bar
, gr. Preston Hon°
gr, Lacy Holloman,
The marriage
28, at Corinth,
kev Dillingham is

LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
and Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.

Gen. and
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W Club Host

Distinctive Elegant Robes
For Her
Fulfill her Christmas dreams with a heavenly
robe . . . the most thoughtful, most appreciated gift of all. Suit her taste to a "T" with your
selection from our wonderful collection of
trimly tailored or gorgeous feminine styles,
superb in fit and fashion.
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What's the

Best

— —
You make a sound investment when you choose
the dependable General Electric Home Freezer.
No one can deny these reasons:
General Electric has the famous G-E sealed-in refrigerating system — the very same system that has
proved so efficient in G-E Refrigerators.
More than L7oo,00o of these G-E sealed-in systems
have been giving dependable service in G-E Refrigerators to years or longer.
General Electric has the Perfect Seal Cabinet Construction. It prevents moisture from reaching the
thick Fiberglas insulation. The steel is Bonderized
for rust-resistance. The liner is rustproof aluminum.
No wonder operating cost is low-4o kilowatt hours
a month for the 8-cu-ft model illustrated.
You get a written 5-year Protection Plan consisting
of a one year warranty on the complete General
Electric Home Freezer, plus additional four-year protection on the sealed-in refrigerating system.

Nationally

VALMY

Warm 100%
Rayons, Pure
Moral designs .

79c to

Ts be certain you get the beet — get the
General Electric Home Freezer. You may
use our CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLAN
to purchase your new G-E Home Freeserl

For quick frirezing foods at horns . ..
For storing Om frozen foods you buy

embers
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Otter Pond Homemakers

Pair Seven
411111111111

Rose And Garden Club

Otter Pond Homemakers were
The Princeton Rose and Gar• • •
entertained in the beautiful and
...le at
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ChM met Thursday, Dec.
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th• 'MCI%
2,
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The French city Reims was the
capital city of the Rent! tribes
before their conquest by the Romans, and it was from ,the tribe
the city's name is derived
.

Make This A Safe Xmas!
Insure Your Possessions
In Safe, Reliable Companies

PLAY SAFE

Tel. 25

tyles,

Look at its flattering Load Look
at its full,. 72 inch bottom for
sleeping cornforti White, blush,
blue and buttercup with ,hiercd
bra style bodice; wide, self strap
shoulders.

For the Utmost in
GIFTS SUGGESTIONS FOR HER

15-16-17

4
-PreC;8;011-aI

HALF SLIPS

THIS CHRISTMAS BE SURE TO GIVE AN

VALMY SLIPS
crepe or soft satin. Tearose
d white. 4-Gore or Bias east
if ts She'll love . .

$2.98 to $4.98
The Famous American Watch with
The Amazing New
vely Cheni Ic

Soil Pastel Colors
12 to 20

'HEAD SCARFS
100% woolens, Spun
s ons, Pure Silks, Solid or
oral designs
arm

Who hut GOLDETTF, makes
such right-fitting half slips
with fiat elastic waistbands,
picot hemmed bottoms that
don't "wrinkle-up"... slips
In the new lengths for longer
skirt•I Blush or white shades
in Fabrique de Luse rayon.

79c to $1.98
Fifth Avenue

NYLON HOSE
51

Sixes 5,6, 7

Gauge

Denier,

first

quality

full-

GISTS FOR EVERYONE
Boxed

ceptio nally

Mite with elaborate floral de
beautiful andsign.. Made of fine lawn-3 to
sheer. Comeabes • • t
in lovely col-

79c to 98c

MEN'S AND BOYS'

49c to 98c

WV 1. ,ngelhar , Owner

W. G. Walrond. Mgr.

DaY/000004"
:
iiparaaraillUe
,
4013:42";12

98c

LADY ElGIN iwash.
gold moo Gerund crystal.

LORD ELGIN: 21 lowols 145
natural gold fIllsd ease
EtOIN 0E1055t 17 llsur•Is
10k geld tilled caws •nd
broad*,

Finkel's
FAIR STORE

051451 [LOINS MORA $2,711
Al Prkas haled. hxford

DURAPOWER
MAINSPRING

-:-

CALL US

JOHN E. YOUNG

ESTATE
Pula

5

ftespet tive top speeds of the
race horse, hare and ereyhounda
are 48, 45, and 40 miles an hour
man can swim only as fast as
the. octopusaafour miles an-notie

Princeton, Ky.

Dicember 9,

Cleared Land Yield
Makes $100 Acre

4

Thursda ,December 9, 19
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Page Eight
brooder houses. A storage cellar
built in the side hill protects
their winter food supply.
Through intensive farming,
the Wilsons have an average income of $100 an acre from the
cleared land. Fifty-two acres, too
steep to farm, have been left
for a wood supply, posts and
buildipg lumber.
live-at-home
Following the
program is important to this
fa= family. From a large garden, Mrs. Wilson caps from 500
to 800 quarts of food every year.
They have a laying flock of
around 100 pullets and they keep
from four to five head of cattle.
Three to four acres of corn have
averaged about 80 bushels to the

Ky. Farm News

Cuts Time, Work
In Milking Cows
To stml, farmers,

this, 129.6 bushels, and Ha
Mathis, 123 bushels. Carl
kat
was elected as the county et,,
pion in the corn
project,
plaineci Richard G. Foy,
tent county agent,
becausp
the good practices teed in Kr,
lag cern and Conserving t
soil, and the fine records
kept.

4-H'ers Step Up
Corn Production

Ted Railey, 4-H club member
Four 4 II lab boys in Graves
of Monroe county and district county who entered the corn
corn derby winner, built up his derby contest made yields of
corn production from 10 to 120
An example of good land use
more than 100 bushels each an
bushels an acre.
in Owsley county was described
They are: Kenneth Walacre.
Fleming county homemakers
bushels; Billy Hazel
by Farm Agent H. M. Williams
135.2
ker,
•made 98 slipcovers for chairs,
when he told of the work done
100.8 bushels; Carl Mabeck (Mathis,
and
trunks
couches,
stools,
by Mr. and Mrs. Herbert WilJohn Bailey of Bell county, ing quarters for eight cows at a
son and their 15-year-old son,
harvested 3,200 bushels of corn time.
Weldon.
from a 60-acre planting,
Leon Chambers of Calloway
THE
In 1940, the Wilsons started
W. K. French of the Kenton- county is doing variety demongiulibing out part of their 78town community is the first strations on wheat, planting four
BENEFITS
acre farm. Now they have 26
farmer in Robertson county to bushels each of Vigo, Red Heart
acres cleared and fenced, 23
farm.
do terracing on his
and Clarkan.
LASTIN
acres tile drained, and they have
Eleven entrants in the corn
built their six-room house, a
You can increase all er
derby in Knox county had an
combination tobacco and stock
average yield of 103.9 bushels
yields, and permanently i
barn, and small poultry and
an acre.
prove your soil with just
Letcher
Wining of
Austin
application
of
economii,
county is building a chicken
In some past geologic times, it
FOUR-LEAF. Apply it toy
he
which
birds,
2,000
for
house
diflittle
was
there
is believed,
legume crops--or on fields •
plans to market as fryers.
Vag, Black-Draught may help an
ference between the types of
Fulton county homemakers upset stomach If the only reason
be seeded to legumes -- •
"plants Vt4hich grew in widely
you
an upset stomach Is besurpassed by 33 their goal of causehave
you'll get not only a bigg
separated parts of the world.
of constipation. Black• • •
150 slipcovers made this year.
Draught, the friendly laxative, is
yield the first year but al,
Joe Sloan of Rowan county has usually prompt and thorough when
The earliest instance of a re. . , all crops following wi
as directed. It costa only a
taken
syswater
gravity
a
installed
was
gency in English history
penny or less a dote. That's why it
feed on land enriched wi
tem in his home, water being has been a best-seller with four
the appointment of the Earl of
both phosphorus and nitroge
hillsupplied from a spring on a
generations. If you are troubled
Pembroke as regent upon the
With such symptomsas loss of appeside.
Order FOUR-LEAF today.
accession of Henry HI to the
tite.headache,upset at°mach,flatuRobert Shipp of Oldham coun- lence, physical fatigue,
throne.
Write to ... .
AT 4-H CONGRESS—Seventeen-year-old Helve Lou Ross (center),
sleeplessty harvested 154.79 bushels of ness, mental haziness, bad breath...
Thompson Phosphate Co.
review winner, displays her
acre. They also have an acre of Greenville, Ia., 4-H national style
andIf
are
these
only
yield
due
symptoms
highest
corn
an
the
acre,
407 S. Dearborn St.
$26 suit which she made herielf, alongside current Chicago fashto
—
constipation
then
see
tobacco base.
what
Chicago 5, Ill,
worn by professional models, Dolores Mahan (left) and Flor- ever produced in the county.
Black-Draught may do for you.
Weldon, a 4-11 club member,' ions
After using more than 20 corn Get a package today.
Peller (right), as a sidelight of the national 4-H Club Conwas recently named the beet 4- ence
pickers in Spencer county, farmat Chicago. (AP Photo)
Wer in the county and as such gress
ers there were able to seed larwas awarded by a Beattlyville
ger acreages of cover crops than
What It Means:—
bank a registered sow. His corn
formerly.
derby acre produced 90 bushels
Paxton Marshall of the Worthof corn, and he sold his county
ington community in Jefferson
prize-winning beef heifer for
county will seed 30 bushels of
$214. He is enrolled in the Owsing manpower from constructive Vigo seed wheat on 20 acres.
By Clarke Beach
ley county high school.
On the John Ray farm in MetWashington — What do they work, disrupting essential serPhone 611
calfe county, a dairy barn has
mean when they talk about vices and preventing the inbeen built with sanitary milkcrease in production.
"more help for China?"
s
SAVE
Ameriof
has
The
amount
latest
been
any
disaster
Will
OA/
churia
permanently in Red terlefig eillak delightfully eseeforting lostp fag
miss sad solos of Rheumatism. ArthaliM. can assistance ever put China the loss of Manchuria, which is ritory, South and Central China
FUEL.
Losabago &lama. or Resmillas
resources,
unexploded
lloaded. Worts through the blood. Pirst does on her feet? How much would richer in resources than any have
meshy starts alleviating palm se you sea
it cost to produce in China the other region of the country. The which could be developed suffimirk. enjoy lila and &ism mots
Jet Iteroldd at druggist today. Web, med. kind of economic rehabilitation Communists, in finally lopping ciently to put Nationalist China
bask guanieseed
plat
laatias
we hope to achieve in the Mar- off the province, took away the on her feet. If Manchuria were
shall Plan nations of Europe?
Nationalists' most valuable as- regained and peace came, the jeb
According to the Chinese gov- set.
would be much easier. He reckIf it had not been for the Civ- ons that $1,500,000,000 to $3,000,ernment's own records, we have
spent since the war's end $518,- il War, in the opinion of one 000,000 could start China on the
300,000 in Chinese civilian re- RCA expert on China, the road to prosperity.
lief, nearly all of it a gift. In UNRRA program alone would
It would have to be spent over
addition we have loaned China have been sufficient to restore a period of years, he said. In
$152,900,000 for reconstruction. China at least to the economic China you couldn't bring about
Now in the Economic Coop- position she held before World rehabilitation on a massive scale
eration Administration (ECA) War II.
as in Europe. China has barely
Leaving the civil war out of started her industrial revolution.
program for China, we are
spending $275,000,000 additional consideration, however, what Labor would have to be trained,
for economic assistance. None of would it cost to put China on especially foremen. Each plant
these figures includes the large her feet economically? The ECA and industry would have to be
sums spent since the war, and spokesman says the $275,000,000 modernized one at a time.
still being spent on military aid. his agency is spending is not
But, eventually, he believes, a For this amount you can insulate the ceiling of 2i'x28' home w
What has been the result up enough to "stem the tide of eco- new and stable China could be
full thickness residient celotex rock wool batts. You can pay
nomic deterioration." And that's created.
to now?
SANTA SAYS: "Win her heart and hold
An ECA spokesman says "the all anybody ever hoped it would
bis in the fuel saving made over a 3-year period, besides having
economic position of non-Com- do. No one expected the sum
her heart . . . " Send flowers at Christmas
munist China is continually de- to start the work of recovery.
added convenience of a cool house in summer for FREE. At
President Truman, in asking
teriorating", inflation getting
time! Hardy year 'round plants and exquisite
3-years the small investment will return a much larger divide
worse all the time. Lately, he Congress for RCA funds for
adds, the volume of exports and China last February, said only
fresh cut flowers grown in our own nurseries offer
than any other investment that you can make with this small amo
the flow of goods from the that the assistance he proposed CIIIMMulsiOn relieves promptly because
p wide and beautiful selection.
countryside into the major cities "can assist in retarding the cur- It goes right to the seat of the trouble
have fallen off sharply. There is rent economic deterioration and so help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
a growing reluctance of farmers thus give the Chinese govern- heal raw,
.r
•ix II
tender, inflamed bronchial
i".1
to sell foodstuffs for depredat- ment a further opportunity to mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
initiate the measures necessary to sell you • bottle of Creomulsion
ing paper money.
.41%e ,••
The Chinese government's def- to the establishment of more with the understanding you must like
1.00the way it quickly allays the cough
icit amounts to 85 to 70 percent stable economic conditions".
or you are to have your money beck.
Od
°1I1PO
Secretary of State Marshall in
'of total expenditures, he says
I
for
to
ECA
Pie&
the
governCongress
his
the
that
means
That
ment collects in revenue only funds for China said only that for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
30 to 35 percent of the money it they would "help retard the
needs to keep going. To pay its present rapid rate cat economic
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.
bills, it can only print more deterioration."
The InCA spokesman says that
paper currency.
The immediate cause of Chi- the $98,000,000 worth of supplies
na's acute economic troulbles is, Which were delivered by ECA
of course, the civil war, eating to China in the first six months
up government revenues, divert- of the program had made a vital
contribution in several key sectors of the economy. Without
them, he says, the situation undoubtedly would have been
Eddyville Road
Phone 626-J-W
worse.
"There is no doubt", he says,
"that they have been of substantial benefit in sustaining public
morale, in preventing wiedspread starvation and unrest and
in keeping essential economic
functions and public services
going."
A Predsa of
As long as the war continues,
CALL US FOR
we can hardly hope to do any
PROMPT, SAFE
▪
more than help the govenwnent
LONG-DISTANCE
ease the economic pressures. If
MOVING SERVICE
we want to end the war, one
Aulhofon/ Agent foe
•
Stat e Department spokesman
says, it might cost $500,000,000.
If the war were to end, howArnold Ligon Truck Line ever, the expert on China beContact
lieves that American dollars and
JAMES D. MASHBURN
technical help could bring about
Princeton, Ky. a true rehabilitation. Even if the
Phone 893
lines were stabilized in their
present positions, with Manmilking
cows is just an added chore, but
'to Mr. Cowan of Cowan and
Sons, Fleming county, it has become a pleasure since he built
his dairy barn, he told Farm
Agent James I. Stephens. He is
proud of the fact that his barn
is leas expensive than many, yet
It is so efficient that he recently was able to do the feeding,
milking and cleaning for 10
cows in 29 minutes. The milking 'parlor system is used, with
feed box and door in front of
each caw, feed and hay being
stored overhead and fed through
chutes.

ARE

Can Black-Draught
Help An
Upset Stomach?

More Help To China

Prescriptions

Arthritis Pain

WOOD DRUG STORE

FOR W/MTERWEATHER
INSULATE./
AND GAYLY GIVE
THE COLD ME GATE!

. 11104dkv
411

Insulate Your Home For
$45.00
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PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
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PROTECT
YOUR

A. M. HARVILL

DANGER AHEAD!
WHEELS AND BATTERIES

Dead Stock
WANTED

titi.11111104.11M11011.11111•111•11.1.1.0.1.1.1.1111•1411•0•611.14,111.140....11.11

Competitive Prices on all Merchandise ...
All Work Guaranteed

The Kentucky Renderinv Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
211 S. Harrison St.

Phone 559

LION

Ch▪ pper

WE HAVE NEW

U.S.ROYAL TIRES-GATES TIRES

Elev

4.314/4

1.11.1.0.11441.1.111111llllllll lllllll.11,1,0411.111.11•TATIMIMMIVIOW191

Get those dangerous slick tires recapped now!
Regular Highway or Mud and Snow Tread

Tricycl

Where it really belongs:
There's only one sure way to know that you're always giving your
Pontiac the kind of care it deserves—and that is by giving it
regular, authorized Pontiac service by your Pontiac dealer.
We know every inch of your Pontiac—as only experts can. Our
mechanics have been factory-trained to spot troubles accurately,
to correct them with sure-handed skill. We use Pontiac FactoryEngineered Parts which are exactly the Same as the original parts
installed at the factory.
As a result, you get expert, authorired Pontiac service at a cost
no higher -often less- than you would pay for ordinary work.
If you are driving a Pontiac, you are driving one of the most
dependable, one of the hest performing cars ever built. To keep
it that way, have it serviced regularly in the one place where it
really belongs—our authorized Pontiac service department.

_
j_ 1_1 1
I kJ

PACTONTAINOINIIIRED PA1/111
All RIAILLY RIGHT!

You can he sure that every Po°
Factory-Engineered P.O is gee*
into
same as that originally built
properly,
new car. Naturally it fits
miles
more
forms properly, gives you
typical- Pontiac satisfaction.

Phone 898

E. Market St.

Phone 242

Radio
GUNS .

AG
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'Christmas Tree Forest Legend

Moscow A fuming lathe
weighing 500 tons hi being manufactured at the Kramatorsky Plant
of Heavy Machine Building.
'Evening Moscow" said it is the
first Soviet lathe of such
large
proportions. It will machine parts
up to 30 meters long.

Legends dealing with the origin I -of the use of the Christmas tree
go as far bark as the tenth cenMrs. Heater Powell, Mrs. Sadie
tury when George Jacob, the ArPrOf its To Improve
Poe and Mrs. Ida Franklin were
abian
geographer,
declared
that
es, Equipment And
pared by Lowery Neon, pro- all of the trees in the forest in Dawson Saturday.
Cation, Planning
(Mr. and (Mrs. Eldo Young and
fessor of sociology at the Uni- blossothed and bore fruit the night
y Urges
of our Lord's Nativity.
versity of Minnesota.
Beulah were in our community
aeon, Dec. 8 -- The NaIt is believed that Jacob's story Saturday.
It was approved by the asso'teatime Asasociation said ciation's Agriculture Committee, might have led to the later cusMrs. Geo. Franklin was on
k farmers can help na_ which includes 25 farm leaders tom of hanging apples and fruits the sick
list Sunday.
on the evergreen tree, and, as is
prosperity by spending from all parts of the
country.
(Misses Amarlyis Rollins and
The report said farmers are the habit in certain parts of (Miss
,am tune profits on hetViolet Rollins spent SaturEurope, of using a blossoming
es, equipment, clothing, prosperous now as never
before. cherry sapling
day as guests of Mrs. Ben Hackin
the
home
as
a
medical
care.
and
But
n,
their prosperity was said to
ney.
Christmas tree.
yeinciitka.are needed in be still so new that it is
not
Mr. Oather Capps visited his
One
August
lmgart
introduced
n farm living, said a yet refloated fully in their stansister, Mrs. Ada Reddin, one afthe
Christmas
tree
to
America
issued by the associa- dard of living.
100 years ago in Wooster, Ohio, ternoon last week.
riculture Committee. It
As to buying more land, the
Miss Sue Darnell, of Lexingand, in so doing, preserved the
against buying new land association said:
tradition that had been handed ton, spent the holidays with
prices.
d
"If the farmer runs up his
down in Germany. In 1851, Rev. home folk.
large part of the farm -own coats by buying more land
Mrs. Hester Powell visited
Henry C. Schwan, pastor Zion
on at the present time, at inflated prices, he becomes Lutheran church in Cleveland, Mrs. Anna Rollins Sunday.
no longer the excuse of more vulnerable when the next Ohio, put up the first Christmas
Mr. W. H. Franklin is slow• ie for not providing price drop comes. At the same tree in a church in this country, ly improving.
and home conveniences time, from the national point of for which he and his parishioners ...Mrs. Lucile Pool spent Saturfamilies on a par with view he is contributing to the were severely denounced
by oth- day night with Juanita Pool,
• city homes", the report boom now and making the bust er congregations.
Mr. Bill Lambe was in town
worse when it comes".
One of the most beautiful Friday.
association said farm
The report said the national legends concerning the Christfor better living would welfare would be affected in mas tree is the ancient tale dealbeneficial effect on the many ways if farmers spent ing with the forester and his
enemy. It would help their money for improved liv- houiehold,'who had just gathered
around the fireside on Christmas
full employment in the ing conditions.
"If farmers built the approxi- Eve when they heard a timid
e report added. In turn,
ployment would help mately 2,000,000,000 new homes knock on the door.
The forester opened the door to
goad market for farm they need; repaired another 2,000,000 that need it; put in such behold a little child shivering on
•iation is a nonprofit, improvements
as
electricity, the steps. Touched by the child's
• 1 private
organize- running water and plumbing, re- cold and apparent exhaustion, the
eel to planning in earl-, frigerators and other household forester took him in, and he was
business, labor, and the conveniences; if they bought welcomed and fed. Later, the
ns. The report was pre- modern farm equipment they forester's little son, Hans, gave
up his bed to the little child.
In the morning, the family was
awakened by the singing of a
choir of angels, and looking at
their little guest saw him standing transfigured in their midst.
They recognized him as the Christ
child. As the Lord Jesus bade
the family farewell, He broke off
a branch from a fir tree, set it
in the earth, and said, "Behold, I
have gladly received your kind
gifts, and this is my gift to you.
Henceforth, this tree shall always
bear its fruits at Christmas time
and you shall always have abundance,"
The first community Christmas
tree was set up in Paris, France,
in 1840, but was not popularly accepted throughout the world until
the advent of electricity, when
the lighting could be stabilized
and proper effeet given to its
display.
Albert, of Saxe-Cobury-Gotha,
who came to England in 1840 to
wed the young Victoria, is credited with bringing the Christmas
tree to the British Isles.

Dawson Road

Literary
Guidepost

Two New Cagers
New YorkaAP -- Two newcomers have been added to the
New York Athletic Club basketball squad in preparation for a
schedule that includes many of
the leading college teams in the
east. The recent additions are
Fred Benanti, former NYU player, and Joe Cullen, who played
freshman basketball at Rhode
Island State last season.
Panama hats are woven of
fine boiled, sun-bleached toquilla or jipijapa leaves, while both
the fibers and the we-avers' fingers are' wet.
The present value of Stradivarius violins, made by the famous 17th Century Italian violin
maker, range from $5,000 to
$100,000.
Poison rings, usually associated with ancient Venice, actually
were flown as far back as the
days of Pliny.

A

FAREWELL TO ARMS, by
Ernest Hemingway (Scribner;
$8.50)
Here's the best war novel to
appear since World War II . . .
a reprint of course of the love
story of Henry and Catherine
which was first published in
1929.
• • •
WE'RE ALL IN IT, by Eric
Johnston (Dutton; $2.75)
"Other people's wars" and
"other
people's
depressions,"
Johnston warns, will catch us if
we don't watch out. Afraid that
the United Nations will move
too slow, he urges America to
straighten its shoulders, throw
out its chest and take over
world leadership. As means, he
proposes a World Economic Development Corporation using
federal and private funds, an
extension of parthership capital= by which we make a profit helping others to help them.
selves.
"What is necessary—absolute-

he Ordinance prohibiting the
xcavating or opening of a
ench or hole of any kind in
reet or alley will be enforced.

efore doing any of this work
ou must get a permit.

of a :14's2' hew
batts, You ciapn
riod, besides Ism

need, then they would come into
the market as substantial consumers of industrial products,
which is turn would have important implications for full industrial ernployement."

mer for Fin
a much larger .
e with this small

Tricycles- -

We have all the
ARROWS you want!
We have Arrow Shirts, Ties, and Handkerchiefs in a wonderful
variety of patterns and colors to please every Christmas shopper
in town! And make the ideal Christmas gift for every man on
your list.

-

Eleven sizes and models from
which to choose.

ARROW SHIRTS

Whited Solid colors! Stripes!
Every one has Arrow's perfect-setting collar in all th• range
of collar styles that smart men will be wearing in '491 Fabrics
are pre-tested to guarantee long Mel buttons are anchored
onl The fit is Mitoga/ All are trademarked Sanforized—won't
shrink 1%.
$3.65 up.

ARROW

TIES-Perfect mates for Arrow Shirts.
They range all the way from conservative foulards to gay
holiday patterns—every one In perfect taste, and a perfect
knotter.
$1 to $2.50.

UNS .

. HOUSEWARES . . .
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

ARROW HANDKERCHIEFS

They're the
size men like to pocket and come in the gleaming whites
35c up.
and the colors and patterns men like to wear!

A GIFT FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR
CHRISTMAS LIST
Princeton's Finest Dept. Store

In Hopkinsville It's

(Incorporated)

ly necessary—ls power", he believes, for in his opinion It's
"naive" to count on Russian
friendship
and
cooperation.
Johnston, former U. S. Chamber

of Conmierce he-ad and now
president at the Motion Picture
Association, bases his views in
part on six weeks he spent in
Russia in 1944

bENVOILIENENCtillAtICKIMCW4MCWitr
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Top Grain Leather
Plastic
Water-Proof Canvas
SAMSONITE -:- CROWN -:- SKYWAY -

A Wide Selection In Matched Sets!
MONOGRAMMED
i-uAx SERVICE
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('Is r ist m KS Cards
Make your awn Yule cards by
using decorative papers or by
For slier sville
is lonsemakers met making use of linoleum block.
us regular session November 24, If you are artistically inclined
paint Some for your favorite
130. o'clock at the home of Mrs. friends.
R. T. Thompson with chili president, Mrs. Virgie Watson, pre- Brown, and the hostess, Mrs.
Thompson.
siding.
tisitors present were MesMrs. Gordon Brown was enruled as a new member and oth- dames Paul Rowland, Luke Water prospective members were son, Scott Nelson, Jim Son,
present. Club members and non- Byrch McChesney, J. .Cunningmembers were very interested ham, Owen Vandiver, Liver•
in the series of major lessons more, and home agent, Wilma
on slip covering. This month's Vandirer.
lesson being "Repairing and
Padding Chair Frames'', Mrs. Homemakers Schedule
Thontpaon's living room was
December 9, 1 o'clock,' Cedar
turned into a temporary work Bluff, Mrs. Aaron Cummins;
shop and with all members hostess.
helping, one chair was made
December 10, 1:30 o'clock, Adready for the slip cover. The visory Council.
chair bottom was repaired with
December 10, 7 o'clock, Lebawebbing and the frame was' non, Mrs. Virgil Phelps, hostess.
O'S SCARED OE AN OLD 1
completely padded.
December 13, 11 o'clock, Hop-Ronnie Sharun, 4, was told that the est way to get acMembers present were Mes- kinsville Road, covered dish quainted with a turtle was to offer him a carrot-but to be sure not to scare him. So Ronnie tried
dames Hewlett McDowell, John luncheon, Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, that approach with "Big Boy," owned by a Los Angeles neighbor, Dr. I. D. Nokes. The question
is-just who got scared? (AP Wirephoto)
Roy McDowell, R. L. Asher, hostess.
Luke Ray, Dema Watson, J. D.
December 14, 1:30 o'clock,
Asher, Virgie Watson, Pat Ty- Hall, Mrs. W. L. Littlefiel(4,
Livestock Market
ne, John L. Watson, Gordon hostess.
Sales on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday were fully
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie King,I Barnes at the First Baptist steady with last week, it was reGary, Ind.; were guests of Mr. Church in Princeton Wednes- ported by Brad Lacy, manager:
TOTAL HEAD
_973
and Mrs. Will King during the day afternoon.
Good Quality Fat
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Wigginton
holidays.
Steers
$25.00
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young, and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn Medium Quality
• Boys' Red Wagons
Evansville, Ind., spent the week- were Sunday dinner guests of 'Butcher Cattle
21.00 25.00
end with her sister, Mrs. Veldin Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins and
Baby Bevees
22.00 27.00
'Mrs.
Allie
Bugg.
Yandell and Mr. 'Vanden.
• Wood Wagons
16.00 19.00
•
Miss Dorothy Parr spent Mon- Fat Cows
Miss Dorothy Brasher, GilCanners & Cutters 13.00 16.00
Rubber Tires - Steel Axles and Braces
bertsville, spent the weekend day in Princeton as guest of her
Stock Cattle
21.00 25.00
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. sister, Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker.
20.00 24.00
The American Legion Auxil- Feeder Cattle
Cecil Brasher.
19.00 21.50
Bulls
• Sleds - Best Grade Wood - Steel Runners
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller, iary will have a potluck dinner
Milk Cows, per hd. 71.00 125.00
and
Christmas
party
Monday
Bowling Green, were guests of
VEAIAS
$5.50
his mother, Mrs. Arribie Fuller night, Dec. 13, at the home of
33.00
Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw. Eash mem- No. 1 Veals
• All Steel Scooters
over the weekend.
No. 2 Veals
31.00
ber
is
requested
to
bring
a
gift
Borden's Milk Co. here recentThrowouts
14.25 26.00
ly installed quite a bit of new for the tree.
HOGS
The
Missionary
Society
of the
, equipment.
• Tricycles - - - All Sizes
200-240
22.00
Mrs. Lee Burklow has return- First Presbyterian church held
245 280
21.00
ed home after spending several their regular meeting with Mrs.
285 & up
20.00
days in Marion where she vis- W. B. Conway Friday afternoon.
• Boys' Bicycles - - - Girls' Bicycles
120-155
22.25
Atter
the
program
delicious
reited relatives.
160-195
21.00
For Wheel Goods and Christmas Gifts
Mrs. Marie Rustin, Mexico, vis- freshments were served to memRoughs, 450 & under 18.50
SHOP
isted Mrs. George Rogers and 'bers and guests present.
17.50
Mrs. Ale Bugg, Mrs. Dave Roughs, over 450
Mrs. E. T. Lobb for a short time
Perkins and children were in
Friday afternoon.
George I, king of England for
Saturday
Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tay- Paducah
three years, could neither speak
shopping.
lor, Bowling Green, spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cochran nor write the English language.
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and son, John Parr, Marion, (Most of a horse's pulling powand Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
\ Mrs. Harlan Thomas and son were Sunday guests of her mo- er lies in its hind quarters.
Blue point oysters were origare spending a few days in ther, Mrs. Florence Parr.
Sgt. Frank Harmon left Mon- inally so named from Blue
Rome,
Ga.
(Incorporated)
Mrs. Coy Moore and [Mrs. Lee day for Ft. Sill, Okla., where he Point, a Long Island village
Tenth and Virginia St.
Burklow were dinner guests of is stationed. He spent a two near which certain delicious
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Mrs. Paul Moore in Princeton weeks furlough with his par- small oysters were found.
Panama hats, though produced
Tuesday, observing the birth- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harmon,
Mrs. Madge Riley and family in Ecuador, take their name
day of little Miss Bonita Moore,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul have moved to her new home, from the fact that Panama was
located near the school building. originally the chief center of
Moore.
tended the funeral of Mrs. Sallie Rev. and Mrs. Stovall have mov- their distribution.
ed to the house vacated by Mrs.
December 15, 10 o'clock, Cri- Riley.
der, covered dish luncheon, Mrs.
A week of Bible Mission StuVirgil Coleman, hostess.
dy is in progress at the Baptist
December 15,' 1:45 o'clock, church-each night will feature
Lakewood, Mrs. R. B. Hopper, a different speaker. On Wedneshostess.
day night a foreign missionary
December 16, 10 o'clock, Otter will show pictures of work there.
Pond, covered dish luncheon,
Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, hostess, Minister-Fan
Mrs. Homer Mitchell, co-hostess.
New Haven, Conn.-AP-One
December 16, 6 o'clock, buffet of the most ardent spectators at
**
supper, Mrs. Wilburn Crowe, all the home games of the New
hostess.
Haven Ramblers of the AmeriLamps
December 17, 10 re_elock, Ed- can Hockey League is Rev. Deldyville Road, Mrs. J. M. Tiche- mar Markle of Bridgeport, Conn.
nor, hostess, covered dish lunch- Rev. Markle has been traveling
English
eon.
the 25 miles to New Haven for I
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman at- every game for the last 20 years.,
silver in
-

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Picker.
The word hammock
hag and children and Mrs. Tillie from the Spanish wom
Pickering were in Hopkinsville derived from the
Indian
last Friday shopping. They say of a tropical tree.
Hoptown is beautiful with all its
Christmas decorations. Wonder
when Princeton aims to deco
rate?
Mrs. Novella Glass has been
very sick the last two weeks. She
is improving now.
Lebanon church has services
twice g month now and Sunday
School every Sunday morning at
10:30 o'clock. Church service:,
are second Saturday night at 7
o'clock and Sunday morning at
11 o'clotk, and every fourth Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. Rev.
Z. Cannon is pastor. Everybody
Is welcome.
Mr. Garland Ladd of Greenville and son, Ronnie, spent Sunday with Mr. and (Mrs. L. A.
Ladd and family.
People are too busy to visit so
there isn't much news. I'll try to
have more next time.

Sandia Road

By Mrs Tilfurd Ladd
Every one is very well in this
part of the county this week.
The cast comes odd of little Sue
arm this
Pickering's ,broken
week, and Mrs. Geo. IlVlarkoff has
a new set of molars. Most all
the farmers are doing well with
their Burley, so I guess we have
much to be thankful for.
Corporal and Mrs. Jack Rodman and children, Jeff and•Lou
Ann , have returned to their
home in Evansville after spending Thanksgiving holidays here
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
T. A. Ladd.
Mrs. Tillie Pickering and How1 spent Sunday with. Mr. and
Mrs. Harmon Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Cash Grey have
moved over on Hopkinsville Rd.
We were very sorry to loose
them.
Master Jimmie 'Parsley spent
the weekend with Neil and
Ecuadorean hatmakers claim
Michael Ladd.
Mr. and (Mrs. Tilford Ladd cal- that a perfect Panama hat can be
led on Mr. and Mrs. Chas. pulled through an ordinary finger ring without damaging it.
French one night last week.

WHEEL GOODS

$1.95- $2.95- $3.95- $9.75- $9.85
$16.75

$2.95

$7.95 up

HOMOGENIZED
GRADE -A
PASTEURIZED MILK
It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains
the vitamins necessary to good health.

4od'ims

HARDWARE CO.

many new

forms • And-

irons, fenders,
firesets • Flat
silver by Towle,
International, Reed
and Barton, Walloce
Gorham arid Heirloom.
•
Florentine frames and
paintings • Rare Tambour desk • Ronson lighters
• Blue Delft knives and forks.
Antique chili° • Crystal by Vol
St. Lambert, Stuart, Duncan, Cambridge, Heisy, and Sharpe • Sterling
Over bowls, vases, and smoking accessories.

China by Spode, Lenox,
Haviland Worcester
and Wedgwood • Royal Doultoe Figurines•
Crown Derby China •
Chests of Holmes &
Edwards Flat Silver.

e

!
oa
,d
footnAsoi

Helena Rubinstein
Elizabeth Arden
Dorothy Gray
Lucien LeLong
DuBarry
Lentheric
Old Spice (Shulton)
Bourjois
Prince Matchabelli
Coty
Max Factor
Roger and GalleH
Yardley
Caron
Guerlain
Ciro
Corday
Wrisley
Revlon

Smith-Corona
CLIPPER

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

forhAnrSt\i'llesi:dUtxmcDwRelaEisrloeECTrIRSti:
BU

SINESS MEENN

Smith-Corona has all the
latest typing aids. Sturdy,
dependable, faster and easier to
operate. Order your Smith-Corona
early-we always run out
at Christmas time.

The Smith-Corona CLIPPER
has the same keyboard as
big office machines
• FLOATING SHIFT
TvitS BA; • TOUCH SELECTOR
VARIABLE' LINE SPACER
TYPINPU
• TYPE BAR SPUD Dooms
PIANO KEY ACTION

•
AIDS •

All These Major Lines of Cosmetics

Old Spice (Shulton )
Yardley
Lentheric
Bergamot
Tawn
Cargo
Colonial Club
Roger and Gone
Spruce
Saddle Club
Mennen
Williams

and fashion dictates thia figureflattering princesse slip with
molded bra. Four gore ... won't
hike or twist. Made in kitten
soft rayon crepe with reinforced
seams that won't pull. Adjustable, wide shoulder straps Sizes
13, 15, 17. . . as shown

Hopkinsville's Most complete Drug Store
PIIONE 63-We Deliver
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ests Cure For Lack Of Game
ensely Populated States

Pu e Eleven

U. K. Bureau Publishes
Constitution Booklet '
The University of Kentucky's
Bureau of Government Research
has published a 118-page booklet outlining Kentucky's principal constitutional problems. Purpose of the booklet is to clarify
these problems and make suggestions whereby our present
State Constitution
may
be
,brought up-to-date. The book is
a compilation of papers prepared by authorities on the chief
sections of the constitution.

ty Carl F. Bissell
15P Newel*Attu r•a)
tlaven, Conn. — Are
en in densely-populated
like Connecticut forever
to do their hunting and
on a "put-and-take"

inau•industrialist a rid former
president at the Connecticut
League of Sportsmen's Clubs,
says "artificial reproduction
very
definitely isn't the answer
to
the problem."
In this connection he
cites
Connecticut's expenditure over
reber of the Connecticut ten
years of more than a mlllion
a Fisheries and Game dollars on pheasants,
and the
ot, "if they will realize states
yearly need to spend
List be done and help do more
and more to give the
gunners an average of less than abundant the reproduction.
one bird a gun.
"It also has been demonstrated
"That is put-and-take with tIA that artifically propagated game
taker on the losing end," he cannot be liberated in unsuitable environment except at a
says.
Montgomery says he things loss," (Montgomery continued.
That is one reason Connecti"the taker will continue to
be
the loser" in states like Connect- cut's unsuccessful pheasant proicut "until someone comes up gram has been so costly.
"What
with an educational program degame restorationists
signed to dispel popular mis- are up against in states like this
conceptions as to rights ' and is "slum" clearance problems,"
privileges, duties and responsi- he went on. "Slums have been
created everywhere by pollution
bilities"
r. ice Guaranteed
"It is pretty generally agreed of our waters, the lack of flood
that destroyed environment, control, soil erosion and our failmore than hunting pressure, is ure to replace the trees we've
PRINCETON
boy,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Price of Firebau
responsible for the plight of our cut away.
gh, Calif., isn't
LUMBER CO.
"The problem will be solved a bit excited that a rare operation performed when he was a
wildlife," he says. "It has been
day
pretty thoroughly demonstrated when agreement has been reach- old, is credited with saving his life. The operation connected a
Seminary St
'dead end" esophagus with the infant's stomach.
ed
as
to
whose
duty
that,
it is to clear
given suitable conditions,
Holding the baby,
Phone 280
the valuable wildlife species these slums. Realization by the as yet unnamed, in Children's Hospital in Los Angeles where the
surgery
was
perfor
med,
is
Nurse
sports
Georgi
men that no wildlife agenanna Reymann.(AP Wirewill' reproduce themselves. The
photo)
better the conditions, the more cy, or combination of them, is
going to be able to do it, will
Authors Visit UK
be an important forward step Prexy, Student Trade
Carthage, Ill.—Dr. Erland NelJoseph Kinsey Howard, Montoward developing an optimum
son, president of Carthage col- tana author and lecturer, and
game population.
"This will take education, and lege, and John Bickers, a junior, Robert Frost, one of the major
it will require more education traded places for a day. The American poets at this generato place the responsibility where prexy, chewing gum and wearing tion, are visiting the Unlvensity
it belongs, and to convince those a pullover sweater, went to of Kentucky campus this week
who should assume it that it is classes. The pupil, stiffish in a for a series of conferences and
starched white shirt and con- lectures sponsored
theirs.
by the Deservative suit, ran the front of- partment of English
"Restoration
.
of
conditions fice.
which can produce better huntCommented Bickers: "Being
ing and angling is the responsipresident is easy. I could call on Wheeled Chair Hunt
bility of every individual and
Marion, Ill.—Joe White has to
three secretaries to do the work."
every public and private agency
Countered Nelson: 'A student's stay put in a wheel chair, but he
in this state," Mongomery aslife is gay and carefree. I didn't gets around anyway. He even
erted. "Startling as it is, it is so.
realize our coeds were so pretty." goes hunting. Two friends park"And that is ,because the condi
ed his chair in a field near a
tions which have depleted our lake and built a blind of
corn
game population affect every stalks around it. Then, in
no
man, woman and child, either more time than it takes to say
economically or from a health "bang", Joe shot a goose.
standpoint," he went on.
Subscribe to the Leader
"For instance, the pollution of
For You To Feel Well
our streams and other waters is
24 henry every day, 7 days every
health hazard,
week, serer stepping, the kidney• liter a demonstrable
waste matter frees tie bleed.
endangering everyone, and thus
If mere people were aware of how the
kidneys easel teeetnatly renters ear- a problem for all.
ct yours now from our stock of beautiful
plus eat& eases. snide sad other waste
"Erosion, which destroys the
matter that @asset stay la the mead
without lajul7 te health. there would
be better tank...needing of Mb.' the soil's fertility, also destroys its
You can't get it by wire
whale rye.... le upset when kidseye fall tax value, and may
patterns.
spread to
to funetioa
damage
Bunning,etri
the
property of others.
of tee freeuent
tioa noontime. warm that something
After your home's on tire.
is wrong. Yes may miler aantag back- Haltingit is the problem of the
ache, headache*, diminees. theumatie otner
of the land on which it
pause getting up at eighta, ewelling
Why not try Dean's PsIts? Yea will occurs, of all his neighbors, and
Get It Here
be tieing • asedielne recommended the
country over. Deee's etl emulate the fine- of the taxing authority of the
doe of the kidney. lead kelp them to
Mash out poisonous wane freak the community.
Where the Golden Rule
DELIVERY NOW OR LATER
blood They contain nothing harethd.
"And so is the problem of our
Get Deent's today. 1.1. with omMissee.
At aU drug items.
destroyed woodlands, which must
Applies,
be restored for their economic
value, as well as to halt erosion
and preserve and increase our
ground water.
'The chore for a • sportsmen
then is to initiate the necessary
program which would de-emIns. Agency
phasize their interests, and emphasize_ the general public goird
which can and will result in
Phone 64
slum clearance. The alternative
— 117 W. Main St -is to spend more for less game
Miocene, Ky.
each year."

AD110
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All Makes

EMORIAL

Kidneys Must
Work Well-

WREATHS

Honors Won By
Kentucky 4-Ffers

Two of Kentucky's 4-H Club
members who attended the NaChicago won scholarships of
Cchicago won scholarships of
$200 totvard their college educations and all-expense trips 40
the Club Congress, high spot in
any 44-Fers experience. They
are Martha Routt, of Oldham
county, clothing champion, and
Wallace Montague, of Owen
county, dairy production winner.
MISS Routt, 19, used a
sewing
machine won at the State Fair
in 1947 to make 73 garments,
alter 67 and mend 112. Some
of the garments she made this
year include a pink cotton formal, a brown and 'blue checked
wool suit arid a maroon wool
winter coat. The total estimated
value of the clothing made during her 12 years of project work
is $3,047.

Miss Routt, a sophomore in
home economics at the University of Kentucky, was one of 12
sectional clothing champions in
the nation to win scholarship
awards given by the Spool Cotton Company.
The dairy record of Wallace
Montague, 20, of Owen county,
shows that over a period of eight
months, his 10 Holstein and two
Jersey cows produced a total of
35,074 pounds of milk, with
1,176 pounds of butterfat selling
for $1,051. his total receipts
were $2,018, and expenses, $806.
The average production a cow
for the eight months period was
4,126 pounds.
Young Montague now has a
herd of 12 cows and 9 heifers,

Contact
JAMES!) MASHBURN

Portuguese writers attribute
the discovery of the Bay of Rio
de Janeiro to Andre Goncalves
who entered its waters on January 1, 1502—and named the
great river feeding into it, "The
River of January."

Wm, M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
' Dealer

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Phone NS

all registered animals. II 'ti
mates the total value of his dairy project over a period of 11
years at $7,268. He was one of
six sectional dairy production
winners to receive a scholar•
ship from the Kraft Food Corn-,
pany.

Fredonia, Ky

Princeton, Ky.

RAYONS
featuring this year's new feminine feeling
...in sizes and styles to please everyone*

Insurance

. H. TEMPLETON, Florist

"6""'/
jes
RAY Has
f Cosmetics

DOAN'S PILLS

C. A. Woodall

Wipe Off That

EN'S COSM

Worried Frown!

Old Spice (Shelton)
Yardley

Let us help you

Lent"
Bergamot
Town
Cargo
Colonial Club
Roger and Geller

fill out that list
with the right

Spruce
Saddle Club
Mennen

gifts at the
right price ..

... at the

BROWN!

Louisville is at its best these crisp Fall days. Splendid

concert and theater attractions .. Unusual exhibitions . . . Delightful shopping opportunities for your
far, far "better half"!

Radios

• Tire Change

Cigar Lighters

• Sun Visors

Side-view Mirrors

• Windshield Washers

Heaters

•Guaranteed Gulf Tires

Week-ends are definitely the times, now, to come to

Electric Clocks

Louisville and the Brown. Fewer crowds, more fun/
Come soon, won't you? You'll have•wonderful tinsel

Fire Splsedid lissturnit ladedl. '
humus
BLUEGRASS ROOM —LaultviRs's Mind "Bright Sperl

and Batteries

Seat Covers

THE

Styled right ... sized right
priced right! Our new Fall rayoes are a good exampl
e
of Ponstoy filieffty
They've got the NEW GOOD LOOKS you west
come in the NEW COLORS you leek foe ... with the
WORKMANSHIP you liudl
generally only is a mow expensive dress Why? Soccoas
e you
pay cask

year package...sad, macwally, SAVO
allesee else? Try that beautifully simple
draped dime cm the left ... 1240.

HOTEL

Westmont sleet Yeeill Lie the flattering soft he..ofthe
dress at the sighs.. 211-44.
And yes. ..junior and half ones can SAYE AT
PENNEY'S tool

Louisville's Largest and Finest

HODGE MOTOR SALES
Main St.

BROWN

Finds in Fashions
for Women...Misses

HAROLD

E.

MIMI., AliMaArinj

Director

Phone 87
Flee ?Ws Air-Cesilltimsd All Ss Year lesuill

w88

AT PENNEY'S
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Pa •Twelve

Baseball Tourneys
MatCome Here
Jaycees Plan To Promote
Project And Recreational Center
Princeton has been selected as
the ideal location for district
baseball tournaments under supervision of the National Baseball Congresa, and the local Junior Chamber of Commerce wants
to sponsor the program here.
The Jaycees will have the
ground cleared, a diamond laid
out, and stands built provided
suitable grounds can be bought,
J. H. Presler said Wednesday.
has sufficient
Anyone who
ground to donate, or to sell, for
the project is requested to contact any Jaycee.
"These games, supervised by
the Baseball Congress, will give
Princeton national recognition
and this in turn will bring greater proceeds to the park", Mr.
Presler, Jaycee secretary, said.
"We hope," he added, "to build
a playground and recreation center with funds gained from this
enterprise."

s,
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In the healthy human, r ed
blood cells live, on the average,
for about 120 days before being
replaced by new ones.
A foot orf new snow is often
equal to only an inch of rain.

CEMENT
tr.
Cement has loosened up
considerably in the past several days. We have cleaned up
all of our old orders and have
a few surplus bags on hand.
We reserve the right to
limit the amount of any sale,
still at our old price which we
maintained before and during
the scarcity.

Steger Lumber
Yard
S. Jefferson St.

hursda ,December 9,
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Phone 5174

Co-op. Is Broadcasting
To Rural Families
The lienderam-Union Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation is sponsoring a series of
weekly radio browileasts each
Saturday morning from 7 to
7:15 o'clock over station WSON.
This broadcast is titled "Farm
Families" and the subject this
week is Lighting.
Participating in this week's
program are Mrs. Nnia B. Gish
and Mrs. Jessie Dixon. of Henelersote

State Approves
City Water Plan

Henderson Minister To
Occupy Baptist Pulpit

dwelling with all
modem
veniences; full baserne
82'1's x 170 feet lot leea
Maple Ave. Call 719-j
ruaii Sweeney, 400 e,
sun St.

Classified Ads

Burley Average
Drops To $48.51

the comb. L. W. Guess, Crider,
FOR SALE: 73 acres land, nice
The General Baptist Church
4tp
Ky. Phone 3305.
new barn,
dwelling,
room
4
E.
J.
Rev.
the
that
announces
acre
9-10
water,
of
plenty
Hopkinsville Market
FOR RENT: Three or four room
Samples, Henderson, will fill its
Improvements In Line
ONE DAY radio service
Burley base; 2100 ft. facing
furnished or unfurnished
On
Sunday morning at 11
pulpit
$42.45
To
Slides
With Needs, Health
makes and models. se
apartment on S. Jefferson St.
Ify 62. Daily bus service;
o'clock. The public 19 invited
tory work at reasonable
Tuesday's Sales
Kortrecht,
Department Advises
GUS
Mrs.
LoApply
service.
telephone
lights,
this service. Sunday Schist);
Sales on Kentucky's Burley
guaranteed. Shrewsbury
of improvements to
Approval
Apt. 8, 1808 Eastern Park2 miles from Prince/
cated 31
at 10 o'clock each Sunday morn- tobacco markets this week jumpdio Shop. South Jeffe
It
Ky.
water
Louisville,
Princeton's
for
way,
planned
ing and prayer set-slice each ed up, then skidded downward,
the Railroad. Call
ton on Dawson highway. See
system has been received from Sunday night, at 7- o'clock.
with some fluctuations of slightEriey cruce, same location. Hip AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
WANTED:
Experienced
the State Health Department,
ly more than $4 a hundred
glass cut and installed in all
unfurnishkeeper. Apply Robin
Division of Sanitary EngineerTuesday from Monday's high. FOR RENT: 2 rooms,
Texaco Service
Williams
cars.
plement Co.
ed. 805 West Main St. Phone
ing. The letter of approval was
The Hopkinsville market was off
Station, Corner Plum & main.
ltp
read at Monday night's Coun$2.51 Tuesday from Monday's
tfc
Car Heaters, Stewart
Phone 557.
cil meeting.
average, with 208,882 pounds We need your head in our busiHeaters
repaired,
RenaWANTED:
HELP
"The improvements planned
MALE
sold at $42.45.
sold. Williams Texac
ness. Sharp's Barber Shop.
to
wanted
car
with
are in Irne with what this ofman
ble
.
The State average Tuesday on
Church Basketball
Station. Corner Plum s
Luther earner, Luther Glass,
fice has had in mind for a numcall on farmers in Caldwell
22 markets reporting was $48.57,
Phone 557.
Stanley Sharp.
and
Yates
P.
A.
Here,
Planned
League
ber of years as being necessary
County. Wonderful Oppertunion 11,411,829 pounds sold. This
Shop. Eva
lieauty
Modern
to assure the people of Princety.• $15 to $20 in a day. No exRev. Collins Says
was $1.02 less than Monday's
II ill estimated 20
Thomson and Mildred White.
Chickenpox On Wane
ton a safe and potable water
perience or capital required.
Teams of the Baptist Church average.
41,p
meteors enter the
in
stated
was
Mcit
today.
times,"
all
Write
basketat
both
in
Permanent.
were victorious
Lexington was the only sales
But Measles Is Appearof the earth daily.
the letter.
NESS COMPANY, Dept. A,
ball games played Thursday center to report an average in LOST: Foxhound; black and tan;
The hair of the ave
ing Early
$1,620.92
to
2tp
Taxes amounting
Freeport, Ill.
night in Butler g y m against excess of $50 Tuesday, compared
white snip in forehead; all
son grows about half
A second case of scarlet fever, for 1948 were paid into the
the Christian with eight markets having avf r om
white feet and breast. $5 reteams
FOR SALE: A new five room a month.
this time in the Piney Grove treasury last week by the IlliChurch.
ward. L. B, McChesney, Princethat figure Monabove
erages
in
reported
been
has
section,
Central Railroad Company.
nois
2tp
accordup
made
I.
Teams were
ton, Route
day. Sales at Lexington Tuesday
Caldwell county. Mary Rose Of this amount, the George
ing to age, and the game be- totaled 2,554,894 pounds at an
Crems, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Coon Library received $83.04,
- RADIOS-ORGANS
PIANOS
tween the Intermediates was a average of $51.02 a hundredTop quality,
Chester Capps, Route 3, Daw- sinking fund, $1515.96, and genone, ending 16-15. weieht. Growers received $1,- - SOLOVOX.
hard-fought
son Springs, is ill of the disease. eral fund, $1,031.82.
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
a seven- 303,432.55.
had
boys
older
The
No chickenpox has been re409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Disbursements from the treas- point
margin, 32-25. Return
Five markets had averages
52tp
ported in the county schools, the ury for November exceeded
Ph. 852-M.
games will be played later, Rev. above $49-Danville, $49.94; Carsuperintendent's office announc- $6,000. Parking meter receipts for
Tom W. Collins, pastor of the rollton, $49.69; Somerset, $49.51; It is not too late to get your
ed. Cases in Eastside Grade the month totaled $526.31. ReChristian Church, said.
Christmas cards. See or call
Horse Cave, $49.13, and SpringSchool are decreasing this week, ceivaible accounts in the water
"We hope," Rev. Mr. Collins field, $49.05.
(Mrs. C. E. McCollum, Garrett
said.
principal,
Goodaker,
Russell
department were $3,181, with said, "to organize a church basltp
The U. S. Department of Agristreet. Phone 395.
No measles has been reported 1,450 meters in service of a total
Princeton and culture said the range of aver
in
league
ketball
/4
to the County Health Depart, installation of 1,588. More than
of homes
also to schedule games with out- age prices for some grades of- FOR SALE: A number
ass
I
ment, but a warning has been 323,000 pounds ,of crushed rock
Princeton
from
mile
a
albout
of-town churches."
fered on Burley markets Tuesissued by Dr. Bruce Underwood, Was put on streets and 1,292
on Dawson Road. See owner,
Baptist Intermediate players day showed slight declines comthat
r,
commissione
health
State
3tc
J. 0. Beshears.
hours were spent in street work were Billy Price, Charles Adams, pared with Monday's sales.
measles is early this year. Us- during November. The fire deMarket F'1001 SALE: 1937 Chevrolet
Bobby McConnell,
te
Russell,
Federal-Sta
Don
The
ually the disease appears in partment answered five calls and
Johnny Loftus, Wayne Catlett, News Service said prices for
pick-up truck. First class shape,
January, reaching its peak in presented a bill at $152 for
Jim Richie, Joe Pool, Billy Joe several medium and low quality
new paint job. Priced right.
March or April. Last month, services.
•
eahlet,
Gresham, Bob Bridges, Frank leaf and lug grades and some
Used Auto Parts,
P'Pool's
reportwere
cases
129
however,
Police court collections for the Pool, Humpty Cummings, and fair tips eased $2 to $3 a hunltc
45I-W.
or
4514
phone
gift sfla
ful
beauti
of
Department
ed to the State
month were $255, with $51 com- Charles Farmer. The older team dredweight below Monday's quoHealth, as against four for No- ing from replevin bonds and $14
in time for 'ma
just
allowtrade-in
$200.00
was made up of Zane Hale, tations. Better grades of leaf and PIANOS:
vember 1947, Dr. Underwood from parking meter violations.
ance for your old piano on a
Franklin, lugs and all flyings were relayour
selections from three enchant
Jimmie
Make
Croft,
Gene
said. While this is not to be Fines totaled $393 and the
new piano. Dye Piano Co.,
fragrances. Sweet Memory,Tropical Ni
Bill Rowland, and Billy Martin. tively steady.
epian
of
threat
as
construed
month's replevin ponds, $54.50.
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville
Persuasion. For remember, this unus
Players f o r Christian InterSlight increase' in the propordemic, it is enough to cause
There were 23 cases on the mediates were Ken Barnes, Bob- tion of low grades and less fair
ttbc
Ky.
sale is for a limited time only...check t
concern.
November police court docket, by Hogan, Dicky Pettit, Jackie and good lugs and flyings tenlist below, and buy your Xmas gifts no
AT AUCTION: Heating • stove
"Measles is ohe cd the most and an aggregate of 53 days was
REG.
NOVI
Wilson, and By- ded to lower the quality from
Ronnie
Pedley,
int. Fed To, inc. led
and 10 bu. coal; 7 o'clock, Satcontagious of childhood diseases. spent in pail by 12 of those conThe older boys that of Monday, the service adRogers.
ron
3.
edogna, body powder, creme sachet (oot) . .. 3.90
urday night, Briarfield church.
It is serious and can cause com- victed, -and labor on streets by
2 70
1.9
cologne, body powder (pet)
Jerry Hogan, Donald Clark, ded. Predominating offerings
were
ltp
pneumonia,
as
plications such
1.,
. 2.70
body powder, creme @ambit (sat)
prisoners was $107.
Lewis, Noble consisted et low to good leaf arsd
Billy
Sholar,
Carl
1 20
.0
body powder (boxed)
respiratory troubles and diseasPettit, Bobby Joe flyings, low and fair lugs and Kennedy and Stallins - ElectBilly
Oliver,
120
(hazed)
miogne
es of the ear. It is essentially
Half the land of continental, Dunn, Philip Boyd, Ellis DeBoe, fair tips.
wiring
REA
contractors;
rical
a disease of infancy and early United States is classed as term
a specialty. Work guaranteed
and William Luibben.
childhood, with more deaths oc- land.
tfc
Phone 3854 or 54I-W.
5
of
children
curring among
Dragonflies feed on small inDragonflies fly with great
years and under than in any oth- sects, which they capture and
FOR
SALE:
Honey,
guaranteed
speed and can dart backward
Phon
er group. It usually begins with eat on the wing.
100% pure - strained or in Phone 610
and forward without turning.
symptoms resembling those of a
condor
American
South
'Phe
fuor
cold, sore eyes and running nose. ly develops in three or
s is believed sometimes to ascend
Ten Will Go To HopFever is frequently present in clays", the health department'
las high as four miles.
said.
statement
usualthe early stages. The rash
kinsville District

Baptist Netters
Defeat Christians

2nd Scarlet Fever
Case Is Reported

sate'

agetze

Wood Drug Store

Local Jaycees To
Attend Banquet

LOVING CUP COFFEE

Meeting Tonight
Ten members of the Princeton Junior Charnibcr of Commerce plan to attend a banquet
Thursday night, Dec. 9, in Hopkinsville for Jaycees of Western
Kenteciry.
Those planning to attend from
here are J. W. Scott, president;
J. H. Fresher, secretary; Murray
Sell, Cleland Carr, Fred McConnell, Bayless Wadlington, Bill
Braden, Glenn Bright, Dr. R. W.
Gordon and Elbert Duncan.
-Paul Bagwell, president of the
United States Junior Chamber
of Commerce, will be guest
speaker. Andy Clark, Covington,
State --Jayee president; Henry
Whitlow, Paducah, third district
vice-president, and several other state officers are expected to
attend.

I•

The word "plant" originally
meant twig, shoot or sapling.

The coffee with the wonderful flavor

Libby's, all green spears

Farm Brand

Apple Butter

2.8_03. jar

Sanras who like to be
ecstatically hugged for their
gifts will be certain to have •
fabulous pair of Oomphies
in their sacks ... If not two!
Oomphies are so enchantingly
pretty ... and s•

LEATHER
COATS
1.95&8.95

divinely comfortable.,.

Green Beans

10.4ye. can 16c

Large, all new crop

Mixed Nuts

3 lbs. $1.00

mead

P

thin shell, extra large, lb.

ecans

Christmas wish list. These
and many,

27c

Beaten Biscuits

doz. in pkg.

20c

Red Cross Macaroni or

Spaghetti

3 packages for

as fancy, small tender, 24 oz. can.
Seaside, 19-ox. can

Cherry

Chocolates
Ch

Brach's, 1-lb. box

25c

Break 0 Day

Tomatoes

2, l9-oz. cans

Stokely, white

Corn
ca. 56c Crackers
„kr 25c Cranberry Sauce„-,„
28c Fruit Cocktail N.
23c
Plum Pudding
45c
27
19c Orange Juice
whole kernel fancy, 21-oz. can

Coffee
Soda Crackers
Cake Mix
J
Cocoa
Pie Crust Mix
2.. jar 121/2C Pumpkin
Mincemeat
1-lb.

regular or drip
Sunshine Krispy

Sunshine, Hi Ho, 1-1b. box

Stokely, fancy

I lb.

X-Pert White

can 17

Libby's fancy

14-oz. Pk8

ello all flavors, no limit, 3 ors for
1-lb. box

Hershey's,

Heinz, 15 ox e505

Otrage, fancy, sweetened

46 os ran

Ireland, fancy

1 2c
e..22/

Peaches

$1.99 to $4.95

Pe
Lima Beans

eese Fisher's American, 2-lb. loaf

Merritt's

Ruby, standard, sliced or halves in syrup

many others priced from

19-oz. can

Teenie Weenie

Miss Julie, pkg.
Home Like, delicious for pies

you can be sure they're on her

styleAt

19c Asparagus

Yacht Club, fanny

Maxwell House

BOYS'

3 lbs. $1.12

lb. 39c,

3 for

29 es.. can.

t'ardinal, Michigan, red sear pitted

Cherries

19 oz. tan

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
California, large snow white head,

Onions

Yellow,

Broccoli
Most useful garment a boy
can own! Tan or Brown capeskin; white with plaid lining.
Sizes 4 to 18

STARDUST-Closed back satin step-in with open toe $4.95

SLIDE-A-LONG-Satin
In black, blue and red

slide
$2.98

MELODY-Satin open back
and open toe. Blue, black and
$3.95
red

GIVE YOUR SON ONE
FOR CHRISTMAS

"Fine Shoes Fitted

..40•44000.4.0wwwportywomewato WaPPPIPP11011aalli,

By

X-Ray"

31c Cauliflower
24c Pears

each

t'alifornia Row

fresh green,

bunch

_

fancy, large,

lb.

MEAT SPECIALS

Steak

lb 69c Chuck Roast
Short Rib or Brisket lb. 38c

Round or Sirloin

lb

Men's Sixes 34 to 46

"For Other Styles See Our Windows and Gift Slipper Bar"

Princeton Shoe Co.

5-1b. mesh bag

1 2.9 5

Federated Store
B. G. Waldrond, Mgr.
Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner
PRINCETON, KY.

1.40 4440 4044

Listen tc Bit..,, Sings Dotty WSON, Henderson, ny. 9 A. M
Week Days
Owensboro, Ky.,
WVJS 6 P. M.

Red Front Stores
MORF FOR

YOUR

• •
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